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Abstract
The objective of this research was to develop a radial drilling system for a wireline
well logging tool to be used in hydrocarbon exploration behind the casing of older wells.
Specifically, this research concentrated on the feasibility of using a 3/16-inch diameter
multi-layer flexible wire shaft as a translating power-transmission coupling between a
vertically mounted rotational motor and a horizontally directed 5/16-inch diameter drill
bit. The exploration process consists of lowering the tool into the well; drilling a hole
through steel casing (0.35-inches), cement (1.50) and at least one inch into the rock
formation; sampling the formation fluid and then resealing the hole. The results showed
that the flexible shaft system represents a viable method of drilling radially from a
wireline testing tool. The limiting technology is the development of a drill bit capable of
drilling multiple holes in the three dissimilar media. Several shaft constructions were
tested according to two metrics: power transmission efficiency and life. In addition, the
metrics sensitivities to critical design parameters were determined using Taguchi designed
experiments over a range of values: conduit diameter (0.190 to 0.245-inches), minimum
bend radius (1.75 to 2.25-inches) and number of bends (1 or 2). The efficiency studies
showed that using a 0.190-inch conduit diameter yielded the highest efficiencies and made
the shaft robust to changes in bend radius. The power transmission sensitivity to drilling
process parameters like weight-on-bit (0 to 90 lbs) and end torque loading (30 to 70 in-
oz) were also experimentally determined. The importance of variables to sensitivity of
efficiency was, in order of most to least, conduit diameter, weight-on-bit, torque loading
and minimum bend radius. An attempt was also made to empirically relate power
transmission efficiency to the aggregate shaft stiffnesses (flexural, axial and torsional), but
the results were inconclusive.
Thesis Supervisors: Prof Carl Peterson
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Andrew L. Kurkjian
Project Manager
Schlumberger Well Services
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1. Proiect Back2round
In the United States alone, there are more than 600,000 oil and 300,000 gas wells
in production. After the hydrocarbons and gas from the primary and secondary zones are
extracted, the wells will be considered for abandonment. However, the well owners need
a method to evaluate whether there are any 'missed' zones that could be produced
profitably. Recent research estimates that as much as 100 to 200 trillion cubic feet of gas
currently exists behind casing of older wells (1, pg. 1). Because the majority of the field
development costs such as drilling, casing, cementing have already been incurred, the
exploitation of these resources could prove to be an inexpensive technique to increase
production of both hydrocarbons and gas.
Normally, a borehole is logged (pressure measurements, fluid samples)
immediately after drilling (open hole) to locate primary and secondary pay zones. The
borehole is then lined with steel casing and cemented in place (cased hole). The primary
zone is 'completed' with production tubing, surface equipment and perforations. Years
later, after the primary pay zone is depleted, the initial production tubing is removed and
a series of shaped-charge explosives are lowered into the well to perforate at the
secondary zone. This cycle continues until all of the major known production zones are
depleted.
In the long run, however, how is one able to decide when to abandon a well?
Older wells considered for abandonment need to first be evaluated at several depths to
insure that no production zones are left unexplored. Currently, the most widely used
exploration technique involves detonating shaped-charge explosives through the steel
casing, cement and into the rock formation. This method permits formation fluids to flow
into the casing and be analyzed for pressure information. However, if the zone does not
posses sufficient pressure, oil or gas, the perforation holes must be sealed. This involves
using an expensive, difficult and time-consuming process called a "squeeze job" which
consists of isolating the perforated zone and squeezing cement into the perforations. This
prevents any hydraulic communication between the first perforations and the next layer
to be perforated.
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In summary, the development of a less damaging method of creating a hole in
casing for testing and then resealing that hole would be highly desirable for well operators.
An inexpensive quick method would not only allow engineers to search for unknown pay
potential, but monitor gas/oil/water contacts, pressure depletion, identify communicating
zones, inject fluid into the well or even produce through multiple holes.
At present, Schlumberger Wireline and Testing, a division of Schlumberger, is
proposing the development of a cased hole module as part of their Modular Dynamics
Formation Tester (MDT) family of wireline logging tools. The MDT family of modules
are each 4.75 inches in diameter and on average about six feet in length. Assembled tool
strings can reach total lengths over one hundred feet. The 'modularity' allows
Schlumberger to combine modules in such a manner as to customize the wellbore
evaluation to meet most customer needs (21, pg. 2). The proposed module will be
compatible with other existing MDT modules and surface equipment to reduce overall
development costs and increase operational flexibility.
The proposed cased hole module (Modular Reservoir Cased Driller) will be
comprised of three sections: drilling, testing/sampling, and plugging (See Figure 1). The
sequence of events during a typical well evaluation will begin with the tool being lowered
into the cased well to the appropriate depth. The tool anchors will then expand radially
to constrain the tool within the casing and force one side of the tool against the casing
surface. Next, the drilling section will begin drilling the hole through the steel casing wall,
cement and out into the rock formation. After finishing the hole, the drilling section will
retract into the tool and the entire inner-housing will translate downwards. This will align
the second section, sampling, with the drilled hole permitting testing of the formation
fluids. Finally, the inner-housing will translate downwards again until the plugging
section is next to the drilled hole. Once the hole is plugged, the inner-housing will shift
upwards into its initial position and prepare for the next hole to be drilled.
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Modular Reservoir Cased
Driller Schematic
Steel Casing SCement Lining
Figure 1: Proposed Cased Hole Tool Functionality Mapping
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2. Introduction
2.1 Overview
There is interest in the development of a wireline well logging system capable of
drilling through a cased well in order to attain communication with the formation, perform
pressure measurements, take fluid samples and then reseal the drilled hole. This requires
that the tool be able to drill multiple holes radially through steel casing (0.35 inches),
cement (1.50 inches) and rock formation (at least one inch). In addition, Schlumberger had
the following design requirements for the drilling platform:
* Package Diameter
* Drilled Hole Diameter
* Drilled Hole Quality
* Depth of Penetration
* Time to Drill
* Number of Cycles
* Available Power
* Environment
The inherent difficulty with this process is the
greater than the tool diameter.
3.75-inches
5/16-inch
+0.004/-0.000 inches (Casing)
4 to 6-inches
< 10 minutes per hole
10 holes
700 Watts
Fluid, Mud/Water, High Pressure,
Elevated Temperature
design of a system that drills to depths
This research details the development of a drilling system using a vertically
positioned motor coupled to a radially directed drill bit by means of a flexible wire shaft.
A flexible wire shaft is a rotary power transmission device constructed of multiple
oppositely-wound wire layers around a central mandrel. Flexible shafts are unique
because they are capable of supporting large torsional loads while operating in a non-
straight configuration. However, this requires that the flexible shaft be constrained by a
conduit path to provide directional guidance. For this application, a 3/16-inch diameter,
4-layer shaft constructed of high carbon steel was determined to be the most efficient at
torsional power transmission while meeting the minimum required number of life cycles.
Introduction June 
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For the cutting process, it was determined that a carbide-tipped, 135 degree point
angle, high-speed steel body drill bit was able to drill in all three media with moderate
success (3 to 4 holes) before failure. Unfortunately, due to long lead times associated
with custom drill bit manufacturing, the drill bit development was not a focus of the
research.
For the flexible shaft drilling system, the two key geometrical parameters were
identified as the clearance between the flexible shaft and the conduit inner-diameter and
the minimum bend radius in the conduit path. Several geometries ranging from 0.003 to
0.065-inches of diametrical clearance and bend radii as small as 1.75-inches were analyzed
according to two metrics: power transmission efficiency and life cycles. The optimal
geometry was found to utilize a 2.00-inch minimum bend radius and 0.190-inch conduit
inner-diameter. Efficiency was not found to be a critical limiting parameter because the
drilling system operates at less than the total available power. It was originally
hypothesized that a low power efficiency would correspond to a high wear rate because
the additional losses would indicate the presence of friction wearing. Although this was
not disproved, the geometry of the outer wire layer for each of the shafts tested was
different, which affected the number of cycles to failure. Shaft life, however, was found
to be a limiting parameter due to the requirement of passing through a small bend radius
and operating under large axial forces.
Due to the extreme complexity of the inter-wire dynamics and boundary
conditions associated with the flexible wire shaft mechanics, none of the analyses
performed (treating the shaft as a rod with three distinct stiffnesses: axial, torsional,
flexural) were successful. Also, an empirical study relating shaft power transmission
efficiency to a unique combination of the three stiffnesses was conducted but the results
proved inconclusive.
In summary, it was concluded that the flexible shaft represents a viable method of
coupling the rotational motor and drill bit and that the drill bit technology is the number
one limiting factor to the success of the overall drilling platform.
2.2 Design Development
If one has to drill radially from a wireline logging device, the design of the drilling
platform is highly constrained. First, the borehole geometry dictates the logging tool's
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maximum diameter but allows for unrestricted length. Second, the objective of drilling to
depths on order of twice the tool diameter places several geometrical constraints on
component positioning. The least flexible and largest basic component to be placed in the
module is the rotational drilling motor.
For the placement of the motor, there exist two options: horizontal or vertical.
If the motor is oriented horizontally within the tool, the drilling process could be
accomplished by transmitting rotational power through a kinematic linkage (universal
joint) and gearbox while pushing both the motor and drill bit with a second motor/linkage
system radially into the formation (See Figure 2). However, this would limit penetration
depths to approximately two inches, much less than the design objective.
Right Angle Gear
Box Cased Driller
Drive Shaft
Right Angle
Gear Box
Opening to
Rock Formation
Linear Slide
Figure 2: Kinematic Linkage/Gearbox Radial Drilling System
The second option would be to align the motor axis with the MRCD axis. While
this would be a better mating of cylindrical shapes, it would severely complicate the
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power transmission process between the vertical axis of the motor and the radially
directed drill bit. The solution would require inserting a sufficiently reliable power
transmitting coupling (torsional and axial) between the rotational motor and radially
extending drill bit. This research details the development of such a coupling. Currently,
there exists a patent for a flexible spring tubing system for drilling at right angles in open
wellbores, where the drive mechanism is at the surface (20, pg. 1).
The new drilling system consists of a flexible shaft with fittings on each end; the
top end connects to a drive rod and rotational motor while the bottom fitting attaches to
the drill bit (See Figure 3). As a power transmission coupling, the flexible shaft would be
able to bend around the ninety-degree turn necessary to rotationally power the drill bit
while still transmitting sufficient torque. Unfortunately, this by definition precludes the
drill bit from being rigidly connected to the drilling motor. Instead, the proposed flexible
shaft's behavior can be thought of as a series of springs in parallel (each layer has the same
end points but different behavior) (10, pg. 8). This presents several novel difficulties to
the operation of an efficient drilling process. The use of a flexible shaft, however, would
allow penetration depths on the order of six inches.
2.3 Flexible Wire Shafts
The technical definition of a "flexible wire shaft" is a rotary power transmission
device, similar to a solid shaft, with the added property that it can operate in a bent (non-
straight) configuration. The typical ratio of torsional to flexural stiffness for commercial
flexible shafts is on the order of 50 to 1 while the ratio for a round solid steel shaft is
approximately 0.8 to 1 (10, pg. 1). Common commercial applications can be found in the
airline, automotive, aerospace and marine industries. The flexible shaft permits large
misalignments between a motor and powered device resulting in less restrictive design
tolerances and more efficient use of space.
The core of a flexible shaft consists of a single round wire (mandrel) about which
wires are wound in layers of opposing directions (See Figure 4). One can customize the
construction of a flexible shaft to meet a large number of requirements by specifying the
number of wires in each layer, number of layers, wire diameter and wire material. Wire
material affects the shaft properties the least and can thus be specified to meet the
environmental requirements such as temperature and corrosion.
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Drive Rod
Tool Housing
Conduit
Path
Flexible DrillShaft Bit .
Figure 3: Flexible Shaft Radial Drilling System
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Mandrel Wire
S4th Layer
.4 -- Outer Layer
Figure 4: Flexible Shaft Construction
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Since flexible shafts have never been applied to a drilling application on this small
a scale, it was decided to experiment with a series of flexible shafts that spanned a wide
range of property values. In order to provide some constraints (theoretical), however, an
approximate lower boundary of 75 in-lb/rad/in on torsional stiffness was chosen to insure
that the shafts would not easily break when loaded, and an upper boundary on flexural
stiffness of 4 in-lb/rad/in was used so that the shaft would be capable of bending in radii
as small as 1.75-inches. Several construction materials were investigated but due to ease
of procurement the shafts were limited to carbon and stainless steels. In all, seven shafts
(designated AA to GG) were investigated in this research representing a cross-section of
stiffness combinations (See Table 2.1). Where possible, manufacturers' data were
obtained but due to proprietary concerns some shafts had to be taken apart and hand
measured. This made estimating inter-layer spacing difficult (± 0.001).
Under normal applications, the shafts are supported during operation by a flexible
conduit which provides a uniform bearing surface for the shafts. The conduit not only
protects the shaft from the environment but more importantly limits 'helixing' (a mode of
failure) which can decrease torque capacity, axial stiffness and shaft life. Shafts are
commercially available in sizes ranging from 1/8 to 1 5/8-inches in diameter at customized
lengths. They can operate at up to 10 HP with speeds to 50,000 RPM (11, pg. 3).
As commercial products, flexible shafts are categorized into two basic groups:
power drive or remote control. Subjected to normal operating conditions, a "power
drive" shaft is designed to transmit rotary motion continuously in one direction of
operation and transmit torque at high speeds (greater than 100 rpm). In general, a power
drive shaft uses fewer wire layers and larger wire diameters to better handle torque. A
"remote control" shaft is designed to transmit rotary motion in both directions of
operation at slow speeds (less than 100 rpm). Manufacturers do not recommend
applying any axial forces to the shaft. In addition, shafts are subgrouped into either
clockwise (right hand) or counter-clockwise (left hand) operation (as viewed from the
power source). This is a designation for specifying the direction of rotation for maximum
torque carrying ability and torsional stiffness. The performance of a uni-directional shaft
will decrease as much as 30 percent if operated in the opposite direction (12, pg. 8).
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Table 2.1: Flexible Shaft Construction Data
2.4 Drilling
Under normal drilling conditions, the drilling process occurs using a drill bit
chucked directly to a rigidly mounted motor (power transmitting device). This ensures
..... Shaft ........... Material. ...... JLa e No. Wires ..Wire OD (in. .IShaf OD (in.)
AA 1 4 0.013 0.043
2 5 0.013 0.069
3 6 0.016 0.101
4 . 11 0.022 i 0.145
5 12 0.019 0.183
E8143 Med C Steel 0 1 0.020
BB 1 4 0.016 0.052
S2 5 0.018O . 0 .9883 5 0.022 ...... .....................  0.132
4 6 0.028 0.188
X75C 17-7 SST 0 1 0.015 --
CC 1 4 0.015 0.044
2 6 0.017 0.077
3 8 0.018 0.112
4 12 0.018 0.148
5 12 0.018 0.183
K33C High C Steel 0 1 0.017
DD 1 4 0.013 0.042
2 4 0.020 0.081
3 5 0.024 0.128
4 6 0.028 0.183
S37C 17-7 SST 0 1 0.015
EE 1 4 0.013 0.040
2 4 0.013 0.065
3 3 0.020 0.104
4 5 0.020 0.143
5 6 0.020 0.183
H35C Med C Steel 0 1 0.015 --
FF 1 4. 0.013 0.040
2 4 0.013 0.065
3 4 0.020 0.104
4 6 0.020 0.143
5 6 0.020 0.183
H32C Med C Steel 0 1 0.015 --
GG 1 4 0.013 0.040
2 4 0.013 0.065
3 . 8 ................0 20 0.104
4 11 0.020 0.143
5 12 0.020 0.183
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that the drilled hole will be theoretically straight and closely toleranced to the drill bit
diameter (± 0.001 inch). An improperly mounted drill bit will cause vibration in the
drilling process. Vibration is considered the primary cause of premature tool failure or
short tool life, poor surface finish, damage to the workpiece and damage to the machine
itself (14, pg. 230). Excess in vibration typically results in elliptically shaped holes that
deviate from the original drilling centerline. Thus, a major concern is the development of a
flexible shaft that best approximates a 'rigid' drilling platform for long bit life and drilled
hole quality.
A second issue for the project involved the design and selection of the drill bit and
cutting edge material. In operation, the drill bit is subjected to high normal and tangential
stresses on the contact interface, elevated temperatures generated by the cutting process
and cyclic mechanical loading. Combined with the constraint of having to drill through
steel casing, cement and rock, all without flow of a flushing or cooling fluid, the number of
viable options was reduced considerably. Thus, it was necessary to choose a bit that had
a hardness greater than that of the workpiece material to reduce wear, the ability to retain
hardness at elevated work temperatures, the toughness to resist impact or cyclic
mechanical loading and be chemically inert to the work material.
2.5 Scope of Study
As a student intern at Schlumberger, the objective of my project was to develop a
working prototype design of a flexible shaft drilling tool that was sufficiently reliable to
drill 10 holes of 5 inches in depth without failure in the lab. Since flexible shafts are not
recommended for conditions experienced during drilling, several shafts were characterized
under typical torsional and axial loading associated with drilling. Multiple 'simulated
drilling' experiments were performed using several types of 3/16-inch diameter flexible
shafts with different minimum bend radii and clearance conduits to identify critical design
variables. In addition, shafts were tested for longevity. The results were studied using
Taguchi techniques in order to correctly attribute causality. These experiments formed
the basis of a database used to develop trends to better modify the drilling process for
increased reliability and reduced failure/maintenance. The drilling process was then
modeled and a sensor system developed to provide feedback and open loop control of the
cutting parameters (Rate-Of-Penetration, Revolutions-Per-Minute, Weight-on-Bit).
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3. Review of Existing Technologv
Although there is a significant amount of literature on the "modal balancing" of
theoretically approximated "flexible shafts" in connection with rotors, these articles do
not describe the type of wire flexible shafts used in this research. In this context, there
appears to be only one resource that addresses wound flexible shaft characteristics with
respect to drilling -- a Bureau of Mines study conducted in the mid-1970's.
The Bureau of Mines financed a study for the design of machines to drill eight feet
into the roof of an underground coal mine from seams as low as 30-inches high using
either 1-inch or 1-3/8 inch-diameter drill bits at rates of 3 feet-per-minute (fpm). In order
to achieve power transmission from the horizontal to vertical, several flexible shaft
designs were proposed. Typically, these drilling systems were to operate in shale but
also be able to drill through short sections of harder rock like sandstone. Another design
constraint particular to the mining industry was that the drill stem used a hollow core so
that cuttings could be contained with a vacuum system (to prevent air contamination for
workers). A total of five systems were presented but only two utilized flexible shaft
systems (7, pg. 4).
3.1 EIMCO: Flexible Wire Shaft Drilling
The EIMCO drilling system consisted of a flexible wire shaft, driven from the
extreme rear end, fed through a 90 degree elbow to redirect the axial force from horizontal
to vertical. The basic shaft design is modeled upon a standard commercial flexible shaft
and modified to provide an additional thrust capacity with a hollow core for cuttings (See
Figure 5). Specifically, it has two outer oppositely directed layers of 0.041-inch music
wire to supply the extra torque capacity. The axial force strength was provided by a
third inner layer of 0.116-inch oil tempered wire wound at 28-inches of pitch around an
inner hollow nylon tube for chip removal (7, pg. 9).
The rotational speed was supplied by a torque motor and thrust was created by a
chain feed mechanism powered by a hydraulic motor. The flexible shaft was housed in a
drive tube at the end of which the thrust-drive chains connected to a sliding thrust block
and the shaft (See Figure 6).
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Although the initial concept of modifying the regular flexible shaft appeared
feasible, EIMCO experienced significant difficulties in the manufacturing process of the
hollow shafts. They determined that the torque carrying layers had been wound too
tightly (pre-stressed) and had already exceeded their yield point in the process. Properly
wound, they claimed the flexible shafts should have been able to withstand 300 in-lb of
torque. However, this was never achieved (9, pg. 27).
Also, EIMCO had problems with the attachment of the drill and end fittings.
They utilized a brazing process of bronze alloy at 1800 degrees F and claimed that oils on
the wires prevented proper wetting. This improper brazing procedure was allegedly
evidenced by permanent helixing of the shaft after drilling at high values of torque and
thrust. The cause of this phenomena was that the various wires of the shaft had slipped
with respect to one another at the ends. Though EIMCO attributed this to the ends of
the wires not being properly bonded to one another, it was more likely attributable to
heat weakening of the wires during the braising process (9, pg. 83).
In their report, EIMCO developed a theoretical model for the behavior of a flexible
shaft under torsion. Using geometry and an endurance limit for stresses in steel, they
developed the following relation for the total torsion carrying capacity of a layer of wires
(9, pg. 50):
F,= n* cosB * [(42400 *2 ) + (133000*1.81 (
where n is the number of wires per layer, B is the pitch angle and ir, is the wire radius.
EIMCO then created a model for the optimal torsional capacity with respect to wire size,
which produced a family of curves relating the following ratio to pitch angle for various
wire sizes:
F, [rRcosBsinB 133000
= 2R 42400 + rO.-- (2)
+- 1  w
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This result concluded that the optimal pitch angle for any layer within the shaft was
slightly less than 45 degrees (9, pg. 52). However, this analysis does not account for
numerous factors such as layer interaction or bending stiffness effects. Also, it breaks
down as the radius of curvature, R, approaches infinity (straight line).
For the 1.0-inch diameter drill bit, EIMCO experimentally found that optimal
drilling parameters for a 3 foot-per-minute penetration rate were: RPM = 300, torque =
240 in-lb, WOB = 1400 lbs. At best operation, the EIMCO flexible drill shaft had a life
span of about 53 feet (20 minutes) of drilled hole. The Bureau of Mines did not continue
funding for the project due to high proposed development costs and the lack of reliability
of the chip removal system.
3.2 Foster Miller: Helical Coil Drilling
The Foster Miller design concept was a custom coiled shaft of two concentric
rectangular-springs wound in opposite directions (See Figure 7). Theoretically, the outer
spring would try to wind radially inwards against the inner spring which would be trying
to unwind radially outwards at the same time. When the arrangement was subjected to a
torque load, it has the effect of creating a rigid shaft. This is analogous to the behavior of
the two outer wire coils in a flexible wire-wound shaft. For the Foster Miller design, the
outer shaft coil was a left hand helical spring wound from 1/8 x 3/8 inch rectangular spring
steel strip. The inner shaft coil was a right hand helical coil of the same geometry and
material (8, pg. 15).
The spring flexible shaft was powered by a torque-thruster power head designed
to accept a smooth surfaced shaft (See Figure 8). A hydraulically powered split-collet
was designed that was mounted into the rotating piston. The piston intermittently
grasped and thrusted the drill shaft upwards while continuously rotating it. At the top of
the piston stroke, the collet pressure on the shaft is released and the piston dropped to
repeat the cycle.
A pair of drive wheels were mounted at the bottom of the piston rotor that
rotated continuously with it. When the collet pressure was released, the wheels grasped
the drill shaft forcing it upwards to maintain bit contact with the cutting surface. When
the drill depth was achieved, the drive wheels reversed direction to supply traction power
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Figure 7: Foster Miller Helical Coil Shaft
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Figure 8: Foster Miller Drive System
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for the withdraw of the drill string from the hole. In the prototype, the main problem for
the system involved a series of rotary seals on the torque-thruster. When the wheel drive
motor stalled, little oil was able to flow past the seals resulting in rapid temperature rises
and seal failure. Typical seal life was 300 to 500 feet of drilling (8, pg. 34).
In field testing with a 1 3/8-inch diameter drill bit, Foster Miller was able to drill
over 400 holes in a mine ranging from 4 to 6-feet in depth at rates of about 3.5 feet-per-
minute. In laboratory testing, they were able to pass the flexible spring shaft through a
15-inch radius at speeds up to 800 RPM without wearing the shaft. Also, experimental
drilling through cement blocks was performed with a 5.5 fpm ROP that achieved 3000 lbs
WOB at 170 RPM. By plotting the penetration rate versus WOB (lbs) for a constant
rotational speed, Foster Miller produced the following equation for a empirical
penetration rate, ROP (feet-per-minute) (8, pg. 23):
ROP = 2.7e -5 * WOB * RPM0 8  (3)
The system was not pursued by the Bureau of Mines due to significant problems
with the rotating seals and shortcomings of secondary sections of the mechanism.
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4. Basic Concepts
4.1 Mechanics of Flexible Wire Shafts
For most applications, a flexible shaft is operated in a conduit of fixed curvature
with fittings (called ferrules) mated into non-translating receptors at each end. The end-
fittings are used to permit easy connection of the shaft to another assembly, usually
constructed of a sleeve with bearings for efficient torsional power transfer. Within the
mating assembly, the ferrules are free to translate axially so as to minimize end forces
(depending on direction of operation, the shaft will either extend or contract producing
compression or tension). The presence of aggregate end forces can reduce shaft life due to
the effective high stresses induced on the individual wire layers (10, pg. 288).
On the macro scale, an analysis of a flexible shaft operating in a drilling application
would yield an aggregate force balance of torques, moments and axial forces (See Figure 9).
Each of these three modes will produce a deformation of the shaft. At one end of the
flexible shaft, an applied torque from the power source results in a torque at the other
end. The transmitted torque is less than the applied torque and is dependent on the
operating shape of the shaft, conduit material, clearance and forces present. The result of
the applied torques is to effect a twist of the shaft about its central axis (helixing).
The bending moments are produced at the fittings in order to maintain the overall
shaft curvature. Smaller local moments are also found when the shaft assumes a helical
shape around its original centerline during instability (due either to large applied torques
or large compressive forces).
During drilling of the steel casing, the shafts will experience large axial compressive
forces to achieve the necessary weight-on-bit required for drilling. This will tend to
induce helixing and reduce the end-to-end length of the shafts. For drilling applications,
the shaft will be operated mainly in one direction of rotation causing the shaft to elongate
when not subjected to axial compressive forces. However, this increase in axial length is
dominated by the addition of large compressive forces (on the order of 75 lbs) which can
shorten some shafts by up to five percent of their original length. When operated in
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Figure 9: Flexible Shaft Force Balance Diagram
conjunction with a conduit, however, the force balance will also include radial and
tangential forces along the length of the shaft due to interaction with the conduit surface.
In this respect, the behavior of the flexible shaft to torques, moments and axial
forces is analogous to a solid, round, slender elastic rod. This allows the definition of a
set of aggregate shaft 'properties' to describe the overall behavior of a shaft. First, one can
define a shaft "torsional stiffness" as the torque required to twist the shaft a known
amount or the torque per unit angular deflection per unit length (in-oz/rad/in). The second
aggregate shaft property is a "flexural stiffness". It is defined as the bending moment
required to maintain the shaft in a given radius of curvature per unit length (in-oz/rad/in).
The flexural stiffness is roughly constant over a wide range of curvatures (above
3.5-inches of radius) but becomes increasingly dependent upon radius as the curvature
increases. However, there is a lower limit of radius called the "critical curvature" below
which the bending stiffness increases dramatically (10, pg. 16). The phenomena is
hypothesized to be the result of mandrel (central) wire stretching. At large curvatures
(small radii), the wires at the outer layer are compressed and inter-wire spacing is changed
T_in
T out
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to layer-layer interactions. This results in tensioning of the mandrel and a large increase in
the shaft's flexural stiffness.
Under large compressive forces, it is also possible to define a shaft "axial
stiffness". At low forces, the stiffness is slightly non-linear but it becomes constant as
force increases. This is due to decreasing inter-wire spacing causing the shaft to behave
more akin to a solid rod. Eventually, the compressive force will helix the shaft resulting in
a second order coupling with flexural stiffness (dependent on conduit clearance with
increasing coupling as clearance increases). The axial stiffness is defined as the applied
force per unit change in length per unit length (lbs/in/in).
It should be noted that these three properties were slightly dependent on shaft
history. During the manufacturing of the shafts, there is spacing introduced between the
wires (and wire layers) in order to increase flexibility (reduce flexural stiffness). With the
first few experiments on each of the shafts, the wire layers were stressed and compressed
(axial force) plastically resulting in a permanent decrease of this spacing. It was found
that by pre-stressing the shafts at 800 RPM, 65 in-oz of torque load and 50 lbs of axial
force for two cycles (ramping WOB over fifteen seconds), the measured property values
were approximately constant for the remaining shafts' life span.
As discussed earlier, the torques applied at each end of a flexible shaft are not
necessarily equal. Always there are losses associated with the rotation and translation of
the shaft. Thus, there is a distinct efficiency that can be calculated between the power
input and output of a shaft/conduit combination. It will depend on the method of
constraining the flexible shaft and the aggregate efficiency of the internal shaft mechanics.
At the outset, it was hypothesized that shaft power transmission efficiency could be
linked to the three shaft properties for a particular conduit geometry. By creating a non-
dimensional type parameter with these properties, it was hoped to predict power
transmission efficiency using simple shaft property measurements detailed in the
Experimental Results section, but this proved to be unsuccessful.
4.2 Guide Plate Design
A method of extending the permissible operating range for a shaft is to use a
conduit around the shaft. The purpose of a conduit is to both provide a uniform bearing
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surface (sometimes lubricated) for the shaft and to limit helixing. The amount of helical
instability is bounded by the clearance between the shaft outer diameter and conduit inner
diameter. This clearance is customarily less than one-half the shaft outer diameter (11,
pg. 7). In the helixed configuration, the shaft will experience a radial force (relative to the
central axis of the helical curve) exerted on it by the conduit. At the same time, the shaft
will experience axial translation relative to the conduit. Under these operating conditions,
the combined effect will be wear between the shaft and conduit, eventually leading to
shaft failure.
Therefore the design of the conduit is extremely important. In normal commercial
applications, the conduit is constructed of interwoven bands of medium carbon steel
which are sometimes coated with vinyl to protect the shaft from the environment. They
are not, however, designed to constrain large axial forces exerted by the shaft. For the
first iteration of this project, bent tubes were used to provide the necessary structural
rigidity. Unfortunately, it was impossible to use tubes with inner diameters close to the
shafts' due to assembly problems. On each end of the 3/16-inch diameter flexible shaft is
a 1/4-inch diameter fitting for connection to the drive rod and drill bit. Any tube inner
diameter less than 5/16-inch would not permit the end fitting to pass through the radius
section. To circumvent this problem, it was possible to assemble the end fittings after
putting the shaft through the tubes but this was deemed unacceptable as a permanent
onsite task. An assembly-only design would be preferable. Also, it was difficult to bend
the tubes into the desired configuration without changing the circular inner-diameter into
an oval during the bending process.
It was therefore decided to constrain the shaft between two sets of plates, each
with a mirror image of the question-mark shaped conduit (See Figure 10). The plates
were manufactured from 300 series stainless steel to provide more than adequate
structural rigidity and be resistant to wear from the shaft. Shafts were now able to be
swaged with the end fittings before assembly and easily replaced should failure occur.
Also, it was now possible to design the conduit inner diameter to be any size. The plates
were manufactured using a ball end-mill on a CNC milling machine which insured the
roundness and path of the conduit. The edges of the half-moon conduit path should be
rounded to prevent wearing of the flexible shaft in case of small misalignments when the
plates are assembled.
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Figure 10: Guide Plate Design / Question-mark Shaped Conduit
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For this application, the most important casing parameters were minimum radius,
number of bends, clearance and material. The length of the conduit in the plates depended
on the required drilled hole depth. The desired drill depth also determined the necessary
length of flexible shaft, keeping in mind compression of the shaft itself during drilling.
The overall shape of the conduit was constrained by having to enter the plates vertically
at the top center (axially on the actual MDT tool) and exit horizontally at the bottom.
This dictated that there had to be a tight bend radius at the bottom to reach horizontal and
a larger radius at the top to reach a central vertical orientation. It was also observed that a
question-mark shaped conduit best approximated the natural shape of the flexible shaft
when held in that configuration and subjected to an axial compressive force. This double
radius design was used on all of the initial test plates; however, the effect of the second
radius on shaft life and power transmission efficiency was of interest so it was later
compared to an equal single-bend radius design. The effect of clearance on power
transmission efficiency and shaft life was also tested.
4.3 Drilling: Drill Bit Geometry
The basic geometry of a twist drill is shown in Figure 11. The two cutting edges
(or lips) are slanted towards each other in an included angle (point angle, 2p) The cutting
edges do not extend to the axis of the drill but form a chisel edge at the web. For most
drills, the angle between the chisel edge and a lip, vy, is 55 degrees. The tip of the drill is
CHISEL A 5
EDGE
S LIP
Figure 11: Basic Twist Drill Geometry
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ground with two conical flanks to provide lip clearance. The two narrow helical margins
in front of the helical flutes serve to properly guide and locate the drill (13, pg. 124).
Twist drills are used primarily for drilling hole depths not exceeding five times the drill bit
diameter.
Drills are normally constructed of alloy steels or high speed steel shanks and
cutting edges. Cemented carbide tips are also manufactured which allow for drilling of
ductile materials. The straight-fluted drill is easier and less expensive to make but is less
efficient at clearing cuttings than twist drills (See Figure 12). For this reason they are
mainly used in drilling shallow holes.
(al STRAIGHT FLUTED
Figure 12: Basic Straight Flute Drill Geometry
For the flexible shaft system, the bit will be required to drill holes twenty-five
times its diameter in length. It is still possible to use helical drill bits because the toughest
section to machine, the steel casing, is only two drill diameters thick and the rest of the
hole is comprised of cement and rock, which is easier to machine.
For each particular job, a conventional drill bit has an optimum geometry. By
understanding how variations in drill geometry, such as the helix angle, point angle or lip
clearance angle affect the performance of the drill, the bit designer can ascertain
appropriate geometries for the bit. The most important bit geometry is the helix angle.
The helix angle of the drill, (, affects the rake angle, y, (which varies radially along the
cutting edge), but is equal to the rake angle at the periphery of the bit. It is chosen
according to the type of material being drilled. Figure 13 illustrates the general
relationship between helix angle and drill torque/WOB. For helix angles up to 30 degrees,
the WOB and drill torque decrease appreciably but further increases in the helix angle
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Helix Angle vs. Torque/Axial Thrust
Figure 13*: Effect of Helix Angle on Torque/Thrust
(*Bhattacharyya. Design of Cutting Tools, pg. 128)
compromise the cutting edge. Thus, normal high speed steel drills have helix angles from
22 to 33 degrees depending on the drill bit diameter (13, pg. 128).
The point angle is the second defining geometrical feature on the drill bit. When
the point angle is increased, drilling torque decreases then becomes constant while the
WOB necessary to drill increases (See Figure 14). This often results in chatter at higher
point angles. Increasing the point angle also decreases the tool life which indicates the
presence of an optimum point angle for each workpiece (See Figure 15). The optimum
point angle decreases as the workpiece material becomes more brittle and harder (See
Figure 16). For drilling steels and some grades of cast iron, a point angle of 116 to 118
degrees is suitable. For hard and brittle materials, however, a smaller point angle around
80 degrees should be used.
With this in mind, if one were able to design a bit to drill each of the three
mediums (steel casing, cement, rock), at least two different types of bits would be
proposed. The hardness found in carbide tipped bits would be necessary to drill cement
and rock but life would be decreased due to carbide being a brittle material (and chips
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Figure 14*: Effect of Point Angle on Torque/Thrust
(*Bhattacharyya. Design of Cutting Tools, pg. 129)
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Figure 15*: Effect Point Angle on Tool Life
(*Bhattacharyya. Design of Cutting Tools, pg. 131)
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Figure 16*: Effect Workpiece Material on Point Angle
(*Bhattacharyya. Design of Cutting Tools, pg. 133)
easily when impact loaded). This also discourages the use of solid carbide drills and
would point towards the usage of a high speed steel (HSS) shank. However, normal
carbide tips do not cut steels very well due to the abrasive actions of the chips. In this
sense, they are similar to diamonds which react chemically with some steels causing rapid
wear of the cutting edge (14, pg. 85). Under normal machining conditions of steel and
ferrous materials, a high speed steel would also be chosen for the cutting edges.
The design of the drill bit was investigated and a carbide-tipped HSS shank chosen
as the best compromise for preliminary drilling experiments (the bit will experience more
revolutions per hole in cement and rock). The initial design criteria for the point angle
lead to an angle of approximately 100 degrees. This will reduce the thrust necessary for
drilling, which will be shown as favorable for drilling with a flexible shaft. Although
decreasing the point angle will also increase the torque (and thus power) required for
drilling, it will increase the overall bit life -- a very important parameter for the project.
4.4 Drilling: Cutting Conditions
The term "cutting conditions" is used to describe the general machining variables
that can be changed during a cutting process (14, pg. 102). These would be: cutting speed
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(surface feet/min), feed rate (in/min) and depth of cut (in). The cutting speed is defined as
the largest relative velocity between the cutting edge and workpiece, dependent on the
rotational speed of the drill and drill bit diameter. It has the least effect on forces
generated in the cutting process but has the greatest effect on temperatures and tool life
(14, pg. 103).
The second variable, feed rate, specifies the lateral motion between the cutting
edge and workpiece normal to the cutting direction. Its importance stems from
determining the uncut chip thickness which is used to compute forces and power
consumption. It also has a secondary effect on tool life (14, pg. 104).
The depth of cut is the distance normal to the plane defined by the cutting
direction, or the distance the cutting edge projects below the original workpiece surface.
Depth of cut is significant because it is the cutting condition along with the cutting edge
geometry that defines the size of the cut chip. Because cutting force is proportional to
the depth, it is sometimes more feasible to make smaller cuts per revolution since depth
of cut has a minimal effect on tool life (14, pg. 105).
One should use the following general rules of machining as a generic guideline
concerning bit wear (23, pg. 244). If the drill bit is rapidly wearing away at the extreme
outer corners of the cutting edges, the rotational speed is too high. If the drill is exhibiting
chipping or breaking at the cutting edges, then either the feed is too heavy or the drill bit
has been ground with too much lip clearance. Finally, when drilling a work hardening
material such as the steel casing, too light a feed will result in excessive wear of the cutting
edges as well.
For drilling applications, it is not possible to control all three of these variables
independently. The cutting speed can be independently controlled by the RPM of the
drilling motor but the depth of cut is dependent on both the feed rate (ROP) and RPM.
Another factor particular to the flexible shaft drilling system is that the ROP also
determines the amount of force applied at the drill bit (WOB). However, it is still
possible to estimate cutting forces such as necessary thrust to cut and total power
requirements using the specific cutting energy method (14, pg. 245).
A second method of obtaining a first-order estimate of the appropriate cutting
conditions is to use commercially available drilling tables from machinists handbooks (23,
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pg. 243). The information was available only for the drilling of the steel casing section.
From the tables for drilling, 300 Brinnell steel casing should be machined at 60 surface-
feet-per-minute (sfpm). For drill bits between 0.25 and 0.50-inches in diameter, feed
rates between 0.001 and 0.003 inches-per-revolution should be utilized. The appropriate
RPM can then be found using:
SFPMRPM = 3.82. (4)Drill Diameter in Inches
Using Equation 4, the necessary bit rotational speed was found to equal 733 RPM. At
this speed, the feed rate can then be expressed as roughly 0.75 inches-per-minute (0.001
inches-per-revolution) of travel. This means that it should take only 28 seconds to
machine the 0.35-inch thick section of steel casing.
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5. Theoretical Analysis
5.1 Aggregate Shaft Properties
When designing a flexible shaft, the first property to choose is the necessary
torsional stiffness for the application. The shaft must be able to transmit the torque
without breaking. When operated in the wind direction (which is the case for drilling), the
majority of the torsional load on a flexible shaft is carried by the two outermost layers.
The outer layer is in tension contracting inward against the next inner layer, which is
expanding outward at the same time. The layer 'inside' of this pair is also interacting with
neighboring layers in pairs. However, the construction of the inner layers has a minimum
effect on aggregate torsional stiffness (10, pg. 57). For this reason, the design of the outer
two layers is most important.
Because the torsional stiffness is the most important defining property of a shaft,
its relationship to shaft construction will be discussed first. The torsional stiffness of a
shaft layer is directly related to the helix angle of the wires in that layer. Shafts with large
pitch angles (control shafts) have greater torsional, flexural and axial stiffnesses than
those with smaller pitch angles (power shafts). The pitch angle of a shaft layer can be
calculated from:
a = sin' (d+s) (5)
where a is the pitch angle (radians), n is the number of wires in the layer, d is the wire
diameter, s is the inter-wire spacing and Dm is the mean diameter of the wire layer. For
most shafts, the inter-wire spacing can be estimated at 0.0005 inch. With all other
parameters constant, it would appear that increasing the number of wires in the layer
results in a larger pitch angle and higher torsional stiffness. However, this is not the case.
In the most comprehensive paper on the mechanics of flexible wire shafts, Dr.
Adam Black discovered that it was possible to optimize the torsional stiffness of a multi-
layered shaft using a specific combination of wires in the outermost two layers (10, pg.
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245). He found that the maximum stiffness occurred at a construction when the extension
of the shaft (per unit twist) was close to zero. This is, in effect, a balancing of the
induced end forces generated under a torsional load. Thus, adding additional wires to a
layer in the hope of increasing torsional stiffness is not a grounded approach. One has to
account for the inter-layer interactions. It was also discovered that the pitch angles in the
two outermost layers should be approximately equal. This would have the effect of
loading each layer more evenly, resulting in less axial contraction or extension.
Unfortunately, the analysis required to determine the torsional stiffness of a
flexible shaft is beyond the focus of this paper. This is also true for the flexural and axial
stiffnesses. In fact, the calculations were complex enough to form the basis of Dr. Black's
Ph.D. dissertation entitled "On the Mechanics of Flexible Shafts" developed while at the
Stevens Institute of Technology (some of the constitutive equations are shown in
Appendix A). It should be noted that computing torsional and bending stiffness required
an iterative process that summed over each wire in a layer and then over the multiple
layers of the shaft. Using a computer program developed by Dr. Black, a range of flexible
shafts were analyzed analytically and the results shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Theoretical Shaft Stiffnesses -- Torsional, Flexural, Axial
The second shaft parameter of interest is the flexural stiffness. The shaft needed
to be designed so that it was able to bend around the 90 degree radius. Again, the flexural
stiffness was difficult to analyze because of the multi-layer coupling. However, two
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Theoretical Shaft Properties
Shaft Torsional Flexsural Axial
AA 265 3.79 7484
BB 140 2.96 9875
CC 275 2.8 6943
DD 135 3.16 7500
EE 80 0.92 5628
FF 95 1.21 5706
GG 325 4.02 6445
.... ........ .. in-ozradin) .. (in- rad/in) (lbs/in/in)
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simplified models are describe here and their relative merit discussed in the Comparison
section.
The first method uses a modified analysis of an open-coiled helical spring
developed by S. Timenshenko (16, pg. 292). In his discussion, Timenshenko defined a
open-coiled spring as a spring where the pitch angle, a, between the coils and a plane
perpendicular to the axis of the helix is not small. In the case of pure bending, the helical
spring deforms in its axial plane (See Figure 17).
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Figure 17: Open Coiled Spring Geometry
Let Mb, represented by the vector AB be the magnitude of the bending couples in the y-
z plane. Considering an element ds of the spring at a point A defined by the angle 0, it
was possible to calculate the bending produced by the combined bending moment of
]Mbcos20 + M2 sin20sin 2a and twist of Mbsin0cosa . Assuming a circular cross-
section of the wire, the strain energy can be calculated as:
Mb
dU = ds[ M2( cos20 + sin20 sin
2a ) SMbsin2 c Cos 2 1
2El 2GIP
(6)
where E is the modulus of elasticity, I the cross-sectional moment of inertia, G the
torsional shear modulus and I, the polar moment of inertia. Equating the work done by
the bending couples, Mb, to the strain energy:
1 1 1+sin2 a Cos2 ap sina( 2EI 2GIP )
p sin a 2E1 2GI,
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(where p is the curvature) allowed the definition of a flexural rigidity, BE1, for axial
bending of a helical spring layer with wire of circular cross-section (16, pg. 297):
sin a
BE = 1+sin2 a cos2 a
+ -
2EI 2GIl
(8)
The wire material for the carbon shafts had a Young's Modulus of Ec=30x 106 psi
and a Shear Modulus of Gc=l 1.5x106 psi. For stainless steel wire shafts, the material
property values were Ess=29x106 psi and Gss=1 1.2x106 psi. Using Equation 8 and the
corresponding property values, the flexural stiffnesses for each shaft layer was calculated
and summed according to a parallel configuration (See Table 5.2).
Table 5.2: Theoretical Flexural Stiffness -- Open Coil Helical Spring
The second method of calculating the flexural stiffness used a mandrel stretching
technique. At large curvatures, the wires at the outer layer are compressed and inter-wire
spacing is eliminated. Any additional increase in curvature forces the central wire to
tension. This permitted the definition of a 'critical curvature', above which the flexural
stiffness increases rapidly. In the dissertation by Dr. Black, the analysis begins by
examining the wire spacing geometry of the outer layer (See Figure 18).
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Shaft Ty1e Flexural Stiffness*
AA 20
BB 22
CC 38
DD 15
EE 51
FF 44
GG 23
*(in-lb/rad/in)
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The inter-wire spacing, s, can be computed from the axial length of a group of
wires:
n(h d + s) h cos ah =os sc= d
cosa n (9)
where h is the axial distance which corresponds to one coil length of the wire, a is the
pitch angle, n is the number of wires in the layer and d is the wire diameter. The inter-
wiring spacing can thus be calculated using an iterative process with the equation for the
helix angle. Again, it was found to be approximately 0.0003 to 0.0005-inches for all
shafts.
Figure 18: Mandrel Stretch Flexural Stiffness Geometry
An idealized geometrical analysis can be used to approximate the radius of
curvature at which the wires on the inside of the bend will make side contact (See Figure
19).
From the geometry of Figure 19, one can see that since:
RO = (d + s)
cosa
(Rc - r)c = d
cosa
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r(d + s)
where Rc is the critical radius of curvature and r is the mean radius to the outermost wire
layer. Thus, after the wires on the inside of the bend have all made contact, any further
Figure 19: Outer Layer Wire Spacing Geometry
increase in curvature would cause tensioning of the mandrel wire. The critical radius of
curvature for the shafts tested is shown in Table 5.3. At radii below the critical, the
flexural stiffness of the shafts increase dramatically.
Table 5.3: Critical Radius of Curvatures
Theoretical Analysis June 1, 1995
d +s
COS a
ShaftTvoe Critical Radius
AA 1.82
BB 2.08.
CC 1.31
DD 2.02
EE 0.70
FF 2.39
GG 2.13
(inch)
(11)
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The amount of tensioning is found by considering a section of wire at the critical
curvature. Untensioned, it has a length, Lo, equal to:
(d + s)L. = R =os (12)
cos a
Again, the arc distance along the centerline of the wires on the inside of the bend is:
d(Rc - r)Oc= d (13)
cosa
Assuming that the arc distance along the inside of the bend radius does not change with
increasing curvature, then at a radius R < Rc the length Lo is now L and L = RO or
RdL = (14)(R - r) cosa
Assuming that r << R, the stretching of the mandrel can then be expressed as:
AL Rd r R• 1 1
e°== 1 - 1rr R - )
L (R - r)(d +s) = - r Rc R R(15)
In a manner analogous to the bending of a solid circular beam, the bending moment can be
approximated as:
M= r , = rAoEeo= ( Er2( (16)
where Ao is the cross-sectional area of the mandrel wire, Po is the tensile force on the
mandrel due to stretching and E is the modulus of elasticity (approximately 30 x 106
psi). Therefore, the effective flexural stiffness was represented by:
BE, = ( 4 )E r2 (17)
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Using the mandrel stretch theory, the flexural stiffnesses were equal to:
Table 5.4: Theoretical Flexural Stiffness -- Mandrel Stretch
5.2 Helixed Flexible Shafts
In order to understand the behavior of the flexible shaft as a whole, it should first
be analyzed as the sum of its parts. At the individual wire level, the shaft can be viewed
as a combination of wire 'coils' behaving like helical springs. In this application, a helical
spring would be defined as a metal wire with a much smaller diameter compared to the
radius of curvature for the helix. This permits the wire coils to be analyzed like a slender
elastic rod with a distinct initial twist (angular deflection per unit length of coil) and
curvature. When these coils are bent into a radius of curvature, they behave like a series
of springs acting in parallel. However, the coil layer loses its spring-like behavior when
subjected to torque loading due to radial contact forces along the length of the coil with
neighboring coil layers. Overall, this has the effect of producing a much stiffer shaft
(torsionally, flexurally, axially) than predicted from simple spring models (10, pg. 8).
The stresses produced are also not distributed linearly in the radial direction as
one would predict from normal shaft mechanics. Instead, the outer two (or three layers)
carry the torque load while the inner layers act to prevent the outer layers from
compressing inwards. When operated in a radius of curvature, the wire coils experience
additional bending and shear stresses like a bent spring. Under a torque load, the wire coil
experiences stresses that are proportional to both torque and curvature (10, pg. 10).
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....ShaftIpe Flexural Stiffness*
AA 46
BB 63
CC 34
DD 44
EE 34
FF 31
GG 36
*(in-lb/rad/in)
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Furthermore, additional curvature and stresses are superimposed on the basic analysis
when the shaft is in a helixed condition (10, pg. 227).
The equations of a shaft experiencing helical instability were also important to this
research as the majority of the shafts operated in this condition. Dr. Black developed a
model for the amount of helical instability a shaft will experience given the shaft
properties (torsional, C, and flexural, B, stiffnesses) and clearance (r), where clearance is
computed as one-half the difference between the conduit and shaft diameters (10, pg.
230):
(dcondir - dshar)
'cear = 2 (18)
The amount of helixing is described by an angle 0 which is found by computing the rate
of shaft angular displacement per unit length of conduit. The equation for helical
instability of a shaft subjected to a torque, T, is then given by:
T (Bsin20 Ccos20+Bsin20 +(Bsin3  (19)2rC )( cosO ) (19)
Unfortunately, this model does not assume an axial compressive force and the
equations do not lend themselves to modification to include the additional boundary
condition. From the equation, it is possible to gain insight by observing the effects of
changing key parameters while keeping others constant. For example, a percentage
increase in the clearance would cause the torque required to helix a set number degrees to
decrease proportionally. For the same degrees of helix, an increase in the flexural stiffness
would cause the torque to increase by a factor of [B + B2]. An increase in the torsional
stiffness would cause an increase in the torque proportional to [1/C + constant]. The
magnitude of the change would depend on the dominant magnitude of C versus the
constant.
Another critical force limit concerned the onset of torsional instability, or helixing.
As stated earlier, it was believed that the shaft helixed when subjected to large torsional
and axial compressive forces. Using linear torsional stability theory developed by Love
(17, pg. 112), the stability of an elastic rod can be calculated as
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Tc = 2 2 7r2 + BP (20)
where Tc is the critical torque for instability, B is the flexural stiffness, L is the length of
the shaft and P is the axial force load. Thus, a shaft under large axial compressive forces
will helix at lower torque loads and shafts with greater flexural stiffnesses are less likely to
helix. Assuming a flexural stiffness derived experimentally at a 2.00-inch bend radius, the
critical torque for shafts experiencing drilling magnitude forces are shown in Table 5.5.
There is an inherent difficulty in applying the torsional stability equation for
compression. Under large compressive forces, the equation broke down. To provide a
lower limit, the axial loading was set to zero which could be justified by the shafts
operating in a tight clearance conduit. This conservative limit showed that the shafts
would indeed be operating in a torsionally unstable regime.
Table 5.5: Onset of Helical Instability
5.3 Power Requirements
Since the flexible shaft drilling system will be part of a downhole wireline tool, the
amount of available power is finite. From the problem definition statement, a maximum
of 700 Watts was being allotted for the drilling platform in the overall tool design. Thus,
one of the specifications was to design a system that required a minimum of power.
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... Shaft TLy e u......... E uL Stiff ..... ....Axial Load ....... rit. Toraue* ...
AA 5.44 18 0 30
BB 7.05 18 0 39
CC 7.24 18 0 40
DD 4.73 18 0 26
EE 2.69 18 0 15
FF 3.69 18 0 21
GG 12.29 18 0 69
(in-lb/rad/in) (inch) (lbs) ........... *(in-oz)
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Using data from experimental testing, an overall power needs analysis was
performed. The two power sinks are the linear drive and rotational motors. The
associated sensors require negligible power (less than 1 Watt). For the Globe DC test
motor that translated the rotational motor and carriage system vertically (35 lbs load), the
following results were obtained:
ROP Voltage (V) Current (I) Power (= VI)
0.75 ipm 0.39 0.13 0.05 Watts
2.00 ipm 0.55 0.20 0.11 Watts
Table 5.6: Drive Motor Power Requirements
For the larger 3/4-HP Dayton rotational motor used to power the drill bit, power
input was computed as:
Power = ( RPM)o, (21)
63,000 (21)
where r is the measured motor torque (in-lbs), RPM is the motor rotational speed
(revolutions-per-minute) and power is measured in horsepower (HP). In the worst case
scenario, the maximum motor torques and rotational speeds were assumed to be 215 in-oz
and 1300 RPM, respectively. Using Equation 21, the maximum power for the rotational
motor equals approximately 277 Watts. Assuming that the rotational motor is 75 percent
efficient, the power input (as voltage*current) is about 350 Watts. For the entire drilling
sub-system, the total power is then:
P,'al = ~Pinear + Prota,,iona = 0.11+318 = 318 Watts
Thus, the power required to translate the system vertically is negligible in comparison to
the power necessary to rotate the bit through the cutting material. However, the analysis
shows that the drilling technique meets the maximum power allotment specification:
Pro,, (318 Watts) < (700 Watts) PAvailable
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6. Experimental Setun
Although several models of the flexible shaft behavior were developed in the
theoretical analysis, the results are difficult to evaluate given that the underlying
theoretical equations do not lend themselves to include boundary conditions of large axial
compressive forces or large deflections. Given this knowledge, it was decided to perform
a complete empirical study of shaft behavior. The test method was as follows:
* Find Typical Ranges for Drilling Parameters
* Determine Aggregate Shaft Property Values
* Shaft Comparison Under Simulated Drilling Conditions
* Efficiency Sensitivity Study (RPM, Torque, WOB)
* Determination of Shaft Life
* Efficiency vs. Number of Bend Radii
* Drilling Study (Casing, Cement, Sandstone)
The majority of these tests were conducted using the same 'core' test stand with
different setups (either single-radius tubes or double-radius plates) constraining the
flexible shafts and different connections to the output end of the shaft (either a drill bit for
drilling or a dynamometer). Thus, the components of the 'core' experimental setup can be
broken into three major parts: the mechanical, electrical and sensors. The special
components specific to each test will be discussed in their respective Experimental
Results sections.
6.1 Mechanical Components
Figures 20 and 23 show the core configuration of the flexible shaft drilling test
setup. The testing system consisted of two sections of channel aluminum 3.5 feet wide
by 4 feet high welded together by sections of smaller channel aluminum to form a box-
frame. Two sides of the box were left open for access to components. Attached to the
inside of one side of the box was a linear ball screw-actuated drive powered via a
vertically mounted Globe DC motor (Linear Actuator Motor). The Linear Actuator
Motor translates a 3/4 HP Dayton DC motor (Drilling Motor) mounted vertically to the
Experimental Setup June 1, 
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Figure 20: Test Setup: Core Configuration
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screw drive in the center of the test stand. This provides the forward and reverse linear
motion of the flexible shaft with respect to the guide plates which determines rate-of-
penetration (ROP) for the drilling process.
The 3/4 HP Dayton motor was used to power the rotational speed and torque
transmitted to the flexible shaft and ultimately the drill bit. The rotational motor was
controlled by a Dayton DC Motor Controller which allowed the speed of the motor to be
adjusted either manually or remotely. Manual adjustment was accomplished by turning a
potentiometer on the control unit while remote control required a voltage (or current)
input to the motor from an external source (Galil motor controller), the speed being
proportional to the voltage.
For all of the experiments, the flexible shafts were connected to the rotational
motor via a 0.25-inch diameter 'drive rod' that threaded into the top swage of the flexible
shaft and was constrained on the top by a floating chuck. The floating chuck consisted of
a hollow collet place over the rotational motor's output shaft through which a slot was
milled vertically (See Figure 21). A hole was then drilled into the output shaft and a
Keyless .
Drill Chuck
Figure 21: Floating Chuck for Applied Thrust Measurement
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tapered pin set through the collet and into the hole. The bottom side of the collet was
then attached to a 0.5-inch keyless chuck for connecting the drive rod to the motor. This
configuration permitted axial forces to be transmitted to the load cell mounted on the
bottom of the rotational motor and the recording of axial thrust measurements. The drive
rod rotated in an aluminum bronze housing that was threaded into the drill plates. The
drive housing constrained both the drive rod and flexible shaft when subjected to axial
loadings (See Figure 22).
The base of the test stand was a piece of flat steel with a rectangular pattern of
threaded holes for attachment of various brackets. Also, a submersible pump was used in
every experiment to direct water onto the top of the aluminum bronze housing which
allowed flow through the conduit. This provided the necessary cooling to prevent
excessive heating effects on the shaft and provided some lubrication of the shaft/conduit
interface.
6.2 Sensors
Controlling the drilling process required the use of several sensors in the test setup
(See Figure 23). One of the most important drilling parameters to monitor was the torque
imparted by the drilling motor. A Hall-Effect current sensor was chosen to measure the
amount of current flowing through the motor armature due to its non-invasive, reliable
nature. By measuring the magnetic field imparted by the flow of electrons through a loop
around the armature wire, an analog voltage signal was generated. The signal was then
attenuated and sent to the data acquisition computer.
The second parameter associated with the 3/4 HP Dayton motor was rotational
speed (RPM). The rotational speed was measured by another sensor utilizing Hall-
Effects. The sensor was comprised of a magnet attached to the motor shaft that rotates
with respect to a small transistor in the sensor. When the north pole in the magnet
crosses the transistor, the sensor outputted a high signal which switched 'off' when the
south-pole crossed the transistor. The result was a 5-volt square wave whose frequency
was proportional to the speed of the shaft. This signal was fed into a Durant Digital Rate
Indicator which computed and displayed motor RPM. In addition, an analog signal was
provided by the rate indicator to the data acquisition system for processing and recording.
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Figure 23: Test Setup Sensor Locations
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Another important drilling parameter that needed to be monitored was the weight-
on-bit (WOB). The load cell was positioned between the motor and a free-floating chuck
that attached to the guide rod (See Figure 21). The load cell acted as a transducer
converting load into an analog electrical signal. The conversion was achieved by the
physical deformation of strain gauges bonded to the load cell beam and wired in a
Wheatstone Bridge configuration. The output signal was fed directly into the data
acquisition system.
Changes in linear position of the drill motor along the ball screw were calculated
using a linear potentiometer. The potentiometer was mounted on the top of the test
setup and the slide connected to the drilling motor. As the motor moved linearly, the
resistance in the variable potentiometer changed a voltage signal and the relative distance
was calculated using calibration constants. This analog signal was also sent to the data
acquisition computer.
6.3 Electronic Components
The electronic system used to monitor and control the drilling process is shown in
Figure 24. The Galil Motor Controller and Omega Data Acquisition systems form the
heart of the controls. The Galil Motion system drives the Linear Actuator motor utilizing
the "control computer" as a host for the user to download control algorithms to a three-
axis motion control board in the form of assembly code. The board then signals a driver
to guide motor behavior. The motor was monitored by an encoder which fed back to the
motion control card. This allowed closed loop control of the Linear Actuator motor (4,
pg. 5).
Although the setup only required the control of one motor, Galil is capable of
independently running three different motors. Commands for motion control were sent to
the Galil board in the form of a computer program. A copy of a sample program with
comments is in Appendix B. The motor commands are represented by two characters
followed by an applicable parameter.
Inputs into the Galil board consisted of digital signals from the Omega Data
computer representing flags to change motor performance as prescribed by the commands
in Galil. All Galil outputs were in the form of digital signals which required conversion
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into analog signals for communication with the system motors. A custom digital-to-
analog converter was used for this task (5, pg. 5). From the D/A converter, analog voltage
signals were sent to the Linear Actuator motor and Drilling Motor controller for remote
operation.
The Omega system worked in conjunction with the Workbench PC data
acquisition and control software to provide an icon based programming environment. It is
comprised of a menu bar containing about sixteen different icon "choices" ranging from
analog or digital inputs/outputs to timers, calculation, logging, metering or set points
(comparison). These icons can be connected to perform a variety of signal manipulation
tasks.
The sensors sent their raw signals to be calibrated in Workbench into data for
interpretation. Calibrations of several sensors was necessary and this information is
contained in Appendix C. In addition, by comparing linear position of the Drilling Motor
relative to several set points, it was possible to send flags (digital outputs) to the Galil
program in order to change drilling parameters in each of the mediums (steel casing,
cement, sandstone).
Experimental Setup 
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Figure 24: Schematic of Electronic Systems
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7. Experimental Results
7.1 Determining Typical Drilling Parameters
For these preliminary proof-of-concept experiments, Type BB flexible shafts
were constrained in a question-mark shaped conduit machined in the two halves of the
guide plates. These plates required a 27-inch shaft that first traveled through a 15-inch
radius (to offset the shaft toward one end of the tool) followed by a 2.375-inch bottom
bend radius to reach horizontal for radial power transmission. The shaft used in these
tests has an approximate outer diameter of 0.187-inches (3/16-inch). The conduit
diameter was 0.218-inches providing 0.031-inches of nominal diametrical clearance. The
dimensions for the guide plates were determined through approximate calculations of
minimum bend radius for the shafts and tool geometry constraints. Initial estimates of the
required drilled hole depth of eight-inches also influenced the overall length of shaft used.
The combined effect of these boundary conditions dictated the use of a 27-inch shaft,
which is later shown to be unnecessarily long (the shaft length was reduced to
approximately 60 percent of this length).
Although the assembly was originally designed for a 0.70-inch long drill bit, these
were not available from commercial vendors. Instead, the bits had to be custom ordered
from a drill bit manufacturer. Unfortunately, this required a four month lead time due to
the relatively small batch size involved. In the meantime, normal stub-length helical
carbide-tipped bits were purchased, shortened, threaded on the end and flutes extended
using a grinding tool (final end length of 2.20-inches). The diameter of the drill bits was
chosen in response to both customer surveying and clearance for the cuttings. For a 5/16-
inch diameter bit, the 3/16-inch flexible shaft has approximately one-half the cross-
sectional area. This was considered sufficient area to allow the cuttings to pass by the
shaft and out of the hole. The drill-bit point geometry was chosen by selecting among the
supply of commercially available carbide-tipped HSS-body stub-length bits. The drill bit
used for all the drilling tests was a 5/16-inch diameter Durapoint Series 115. It has a four
facet split point and point angle of approximately 135 degrees. The split point is to
provide ease of penetration. The manufacturers' data states the bit was "designed to drill
accurate holes without spotting in abrasive and tough to drill materials" (23, pg. 20).
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A set of brackets was then manufactured to rigidly position the guide plates to the
test stand base so that the flexible shaft was centered with respect to the drill motor and
at the proper height for drilling 'targets'. Another set of brackets was used to solidly
constrain the drill targets. Pieces of 0.35-inch thick curved steel (300 Brinnell) were
welded on top and bottom to 3-inch square pieces of flat steel. Next, cement was poured
behind the convex side of the casing to simulate a section of cemented borehole. Sections
of sandstone rock were then positioned behind this steel/cement block to complete the
laboratory approximation of cased well (See Figure 25).
Finally, the entire assembly (test stand and drilling targets) was placed into a large
tub that allowed submerged testing in a water environment. The water acted as a general
lubricant in the conduit and dissipated heat generated from the friction between the
shaft/conduit and the drive rod/tube. It also provided for lubrication and cooling of the bit
during drilling.
An important distinction between this geometry and normal deep-hole drilling is
the omission of forced circulation for material removal and cooling of the bit cutting-edge.
The usage of a hollow drill bit and shaft, through which a fluid might be circulated, was
investigated but deemed unfeasible given the lack of commercial manufacturing techniques
for hollow shafts. From correspondence with vendors, the process of winding wire
around a hollow flexible core has not been actively investigated due to minimal customer
demand and large investment costs associated with a new winding technique. However,
since this application will always be in a fluid environment, it was hypothesized that the
rotary nature of the drilling process coupled with a helical bit would provide the
necessary material removal action and the surrounding fluid would attenuate heat
generation during drilling. As stated earlier, the relative difference in cross-sectional area
between the drill bit and flexible shaft was chosen to permit clearance for the cuttings to
be expelled. A final factor concerns the helixed condition of the shaft itself. When
helixed, the shaft acts as a mechanical expeller in the hole section directly behind the bit.
For these tests, the inputs for the drilling system were: ROP,, (downward
translation of carriage system) and RPMi,, (of rotational motor). The outputs were the
experimentally recorded measurements of RPM, WOBo,,, (at the load cell attached to the
rotational motor), motor torque and linear position (which allowed an effective ROP,u, to
be calculated as the slope of the total downward carriage distance traveled versus time).
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Tube
Figure 25: Guide Plates and Drill Targets
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As will be shown in this section, the instantaneous carriage system ROP (input) was not
necessarily equal to the drill bit ROP (output). Instead, a significant amount of the
carriage travel consisted of compressing the shaft before sufficient WOB was produced
for drilling (in the steel casing); this compression was then 'released' during drilling of the
cement section so that the following relationships were observed:
Casing:
Cement:
Carriage ROP
Carriage ROP
Bit ROP
Bit ROP
An early feasibility test (performed before the addition of the load cell to measure
applied WOB) can be seen in Figure 26. The most defining feature of the graph is the
applied motor torque. As the bit progressed into the steel casing, the motor torque
ramped up to a 'torque-limit' (approximately 215 in-oz) after which torque was fairly
constant. Once the drill bit exited the casing, the motor torque dropped significantly (to
25 percent of original value). Then, it slowly started to increase again as the drill bit
passed through the cement/rock interface. Once into the rock, the motor torque began to
ramp slowly upwards as frictional effects along the drilled hole length required additional
FlexlOA: BB 0.187" Shaft, 1300 RPM, 0.7 Ipm, Carbide, Water
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Figure 26: Typical Drilling Sequence Data (Flexl0A)
-Torque (oz-in)
- Pos.(*100)
... RPM/10
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torque input to rotate the bit. This test was run using a 5/16-inch diameter carbide tipped
bit rotated at 1300 RPM and a constant carriage ROP,, of 0.7 inches-per-minute (ipm).
The results were a 4.31-inch deep hole drilled with 5.0-inches of linear travel in about 10
minutes. This proved the initial concept feasibility and indicated that design
improvements were needed to meet the "5-inch hole in less than 10 minutes"
specification.
As shown in Figures 26 and 27, the early feasibility studies were limited in the
amount of torque that could be applied by the motor. This was effectively a 'safety'
measure to prevent the motor from breaking the initial shaft and swage designs. Indeed,
the primary mode of failure for an extended period of the project was shearing of the
shaft/swage interface. Torque limiting also served to limit the motor's available power,
which is finite on a wireline tool. This 'torque limiting' was responsible for the horizontal
upper limit on the applied torque curve. Once the motor experienced achieved a torque
above the limit, the carriage system would reverse direction to reduce the amount of
torque needed for bit rotation (fixed RPM). The initial hypothesis was that backing the
drill bit off the cutting surface would allow the flexible shaft to 'straighten' and then attack
the material surface when re-engaged. In effect, however, it produced a 'pecking'-type of
drilling motion at reduced average WOB that was not well suited for drilling steel. This
accounted for the sinusoidal motion of the torque curve which, under certain conditions,
reached a steady-state. At steady-state, the drill bit engaged the material just enough to
'torque limit', moved off the cutting surface and repeated the process. Caught in a loop,
the end result was a worn carbide tip that could not cut through the casing.
Another possible significant feature of the torque signal in Figure 26 occurred
during the drilling of the rock section. As the bit entered the rock, the torque increased to
a small peak at 236 seconds and then decreases exponentially. However, the torque
experienced two abrupt decreases in torque at 300 and 425 seconds. Originally, it was
believed that the shaft was experiencing an "un-helixing" but the shaft had already
uncompressed during the drilling of the cement. It is more likely that the shaft was
actually helixing further due to a larger fraction of its length being unsupported (out of the
conduit) and constrained by the larger 5/16-inch diameter drilled hole. Thus, at a carriage
distance of approximately 3.0-inches of travel the shaft entered its first mode of helixing
following by a secondary mode at 4.0-inches.
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Figure 27 shows another preliminary drilling experiment (FlexC 11) that focused
on the cutting of the steel casing (notice the addition of the WOB information). The
objective was to drill a 1.50-inch deep hole through the 0.35-inch thick steel casing and
into the first half of the cement zone.
The most startling feature on the graph is the time to drill through the 0.35-inch
thick steel casing -- over 150 seconds with a 0.92 ipm ROP,. As shown in Table 7.1,
during drilling of the steel casing the system achieved a lower than desired (input) ROP of
only 0.135 ipm. The energy not used to drill the casing was stored in the shaft (spring)
and used to achieve a greater than desired ROP of 1.136 ipm in the cement. For the entire
process, the bit averaged a mere 0.39 ipm ROP. Again, this illustrates that the input ROP
is not achieved by the system.
Interestingly, using a drill press and applying a moderate force on the bit
(permitting the bit to determine ROP), it was possible to drill the same 5/16-inch diameter
hole through the steel casing in approximately 35 seconds. This showed that by torque
limiting and backing off the cutting surface, the necessary WOB for optimal drilling was
FlexC11: BB 0.187" Shaft, 970 RPM, 0.92 ipm, Carbide, Water
250
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Figure 27: Drilling Data Acquisition (FlexC 11)
- Pos ('100)
-RPM/10
........ Torque (in-oz)
--. WOB (Ibs)
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never achieved. Additional calculations for FlexC 11, such as the resultant hole shape
(horizontal and vertical dimensions for plug compatibility), can be seen in Table 7.1.
Over twenty experiments were performed drilling the 1.50-inch deep holes,
culminating in a better understanding of the appropriate range for cutting conditions in
both steel and cement when using a flexible shaft as a power coupling. Additionally, it
also allowed study of failure modes and the identification of critical 'points' of the drilling
process. For example, it was observed that the majority of shafts and swages failed
during the final few revolutions of the bit in the steel casing. This was attributable to the
additional torque loading translated to the swage from the perimeter of the drill bit as it
removes the last bit of casing material (the "burr") at the outer edge of the drilled hole in
steel.
Table 7.1: Drilling Test FlexC11 Data Results
With this gained knowledge and a more robust end-fitting design, it was decided to
not back off the material surface when torque limiting (See Figure 28 -- Test FlexD3).
Instead, the bit would be continuously pushed through the material by the advance of the
carriage system. This produced measurable improvements in several areas. The most
significant is the time required to drill through the casing section (See Table 7.2).
Compared to test FlexC 11, the time was reduced by 40 percent -- to approximately 1.58
minutes even though the input ROP had been reduced in half to 0.46 ipm. However, the
total time required to translate the carriage system the same 1.50-inches remained
constant at 200 seconds. This means that a significant portion of the time during FlexCI 1l
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Test: FlexC11 rRPM = 970 ROP = 0.92 in/min
Casine Cement
Drilling Time in Medium = 155 51 (seconds)
Dist. Traveled by Carriage =  0.71 0.79 (inches)
Theoretical ROP = 0.29 0.929 (inch/min)
Actual Distance Traveled by Bit = 0.35 0.965 (inch)
Actual Drill Bit ROP = 0.135 1.136 (inch/min)
Avg. Measured Motor Torque = 207 75 (oz-in)
Avg Measured WOB = 27 3 (lbs)
Measured Drilled Hole Depth = 1.316 (inches)
Total.Time to. Move Carriage 50-inch 210 (secds)
Hole Quality (Shape): X (Horizontal) = 0.322 (inches)
Y (Vertical) = 0.317 (inches)
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FlexD3: BB 0.187" Shaft, 970 RPM, 0.46 ipm, Carbide, Water
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Figure 28: Drilling Data Acquisition (FlexD3)
was spent torque limiting and translating backward. In addition, both experiments
resulted in approximately the same length of drilled hole (1.300-inches). This illustrates
that a portion of the carriage translation distance (about 15 percent) was not used in
moving the bit forward but for compressing the shaft to produce the necessary WOB for
drilling. In summary, at these settings one has to translate the carriage system downward
1.15-inches for every 1.00-inch of drilled hole at these operating conditions.
Other interesting results were found by comparing the ROP achieved by the drill
bit in each of the media in comparison to the linear guide travel and theoretical ROPs. In
the casing sections of both tests, the drill bit achieved actual ROPs that were
approximately 50 percent or lower of the set carriage ROP. For the 0.92-ipm ROP test
(FlexC 11), this meant that it was actually drilling at about 15 percent of the set value, or
0.135-ipm. The majority of the time, the bit was plunging forward into the material only
to be withdrawn quickly due to torque limiting. This had the effect of producing a cyclic
mechanical loading on the carbide tip, something not advisable for a brittle, hard cutting
edge. The end result was a drill bit life of only one or two runs. For the drill bit, the
mode of failure was most often large scale chipping of the cutting edge (See Figure 29).
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The backward torque limiting also reduced the average WOB produced for drilling steel to
about 25 lbs.
Test: FiexD3 RPM = 970 ROP = 0.46 in/min
Cu=tlwm
Drilling Time in Medium = 95 105 (seconds)
Dist. Traveled by Carriage = 0.7 0.8 (inches)
Theoretical ROP = 0.44 0.46 (inch/min)
Actual Distance Traveled by Bit = 0.35 0.95 (inch)
Actual Drill Bit ROP = 0.22 0.54 (inch/m
Avg. Measured Motor Torque = 214 65 (oz-in)
vg M easured W .- ......................................O B = 55 .............................. 2 ............. (bs).................................................ured 
.. ............... .......d   ...d .. .... . ...... -............. .. . . . .......................... . . ............  . . ........ ( ......W .........................................
Total Time to Move Carriage 1.50-inch = 200 (seconds)
Hole Quality (Shape): X (Horizontal)= 0.313 (inches)
Y (Vertical)- 0.313 (inches)
Table 7.2: Drilling Test FlexD3 Data Results
Figure 29: Typical Failure Mode Carbide Drill Bit
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For the 0.46-ipm ROP,, test (FlexD3), the majority of the translation was used
compressing the shaft to produce the WOB necessary for drilling the steel. Although
moving at only half the nominal penetration rate used by the torque limiting experiment,
the drill bit was in the steel casing for a mere 95 seconds. By also keeping the bit in
constant contact with the cutting surface, the cyclic mechanical loads were eliminated.
Considering that carbide-tipped cutting tools are not recommended for steel, this should
have had the effect of decreasing bit wear. This turned out to be the case with average bit
life extending to four runs. However, this resulted in larger axial compressive forces on
the shaft (average of 55 lbs), causing additional helixing which results in lower power
transmission efficiency and reduced life, though transmission efficiency does not seem to
be such a limiting parameter (See 7.5 "Shaft Life Study").
Another interesting phenomena was the ROPs achieved while drilling in the
cement zones. From Tables 7.1 and 7.2, one can see that the realized ROPs for the bit
were greater than the carriage system ROP. This was achieved by the bit using the stored
energy in the shaft that was created during the high WOB drilling of the casing. The shaft
was able to 'relax' (elongate) back to its normal length because of the significant drop in
WOB.
Also important is the drilled hole diameter tolerance compared to the drill bit
diameter. For the torque limiting experiment, the constant back and forth motion of the
bit caused rubbing of the bit edges and flexible shaft along the hole surface. This resulted
in a drilled hole that was outside of the system specifications -- 0.005 and 0.010-inches in
the vertical and horizontal axis directions respectively (an oval hole). This would
severely complicate the mechanical plugging process. On the other hand, the non-torque
limiting method yielded a drilled hole that was within 0.001-inch of the bit diameter and
within the roundness tolerance for mechanical plugging. This could be explained by the
elimination of the back-and-forth motion and the additional helixing present. In theory,
the helixing would cause an increase in the bending stiffness. It is hypothesized that the
higher bend stiffnesses would 'tighten' the shaft along the small bend section from vertical
to horizontal, effectively isolating and/or damping any vibrations generated during the
drilling process (via friction with the conduit surface) resulting in a more rigid drilling
system.
It should be noted that some of the best feedback about the drilling conditions was
contained in an examination of the material cuttings. During early drilling tests, the bit
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was rotating at too high an RPM as indicated by the production of slivers for cuttings.
By reducing the RPM, the surface feet of material that the bit was cutting was reduced
(proportionately) resulting in more time for the bit to move forward into the material.
For efficient drilling, the cutting edge should plastically deform the work material,
producing a yielded but continuous or semi-continuous stringer. This is known as a Type
II chip. If one reduces the RPM too much, the bit moves too far into the material and the
force required for the cutting edge to move through the material will increase dramatically.
This can also produce chips that are work hardened and can damage the back side of the
cutting edge (14, pg. 126).
From a chip removal standpoint, discontinuous chips are preferable during drilling
as this minimizes the risk of a stringer wrapping itself around the bit and/or flexible shaft.
The removal of chips was an early concern of the project, given that there is no forced
circulation in the hole. However, the design and operating points have appeared robust to
chip interference. When drilling through the casing, efficient drilling produced small
stringers that dropped down the 0.25-inch gap between the edge of the drill plates and the
casing surface. This gap's primary function is to permit the inner housing to translate
vertically in relation to the tool's outer housing. Without this gap, the overall design
would have to be studied further with respect to chip removal. In contrast, the cuttings
produced from the drilling of cement and rock were fine particles. For every experiment
conducted with this design, the natural expelling nature of the bit rotation and flutes was
sufficient to expel the cuttings from the drilled hole.
Through these experiments, a typical range of drilling parameters was derived.
For drilling through casing, it was found that 75 lbs of WOB was needed and could be
developed with a 0.75 ipm ROP (adding a safely factor would decrease the ROP to 0.60
ipm). Using a cutting speed of approximately 760 RPM produced medium length stringer
cuttings which, according to qualitative material-removal theory, verified an efficient
removal process. The drilling in the cement was much easier (with respect to
torque/WOB magnitudes) which allowed a greater range of drilling conditions. From the
experiments, drilling cement required higher RPM (greater bit cutting edge forces) between
950 to 1200 RPM. It was also easier to move the bit through the cement which allowed
for ROPs up to 1.25 ipm. The typical WOBs produced while drilling cement ranged from
only 3 to 15 lbs.
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One surprising result of the initial drilling study was that hole deviation was not
an issue. Over the relatively short distance drilled, the flexible shaft appears to create its
own conduit in the casing, cement and sandstone. Indeed, when the drilled holes were
examined there was no detectable hole deviation or wearing on the inner surfaces.
A generic operating process was also developed during this testing It was
determined that the best drilling process using carbide-tipped drill bits was one that did
not translate the carriage system backward when the torque limit was achieved. Instead,
the carriage system should continue moving forward, compressing the shaft to develop
the necessary WOB for drilling. Also, the development of a more robust swage design
pointed toward eliminating the torque limit entirely. In addition, the RPMs should be
ramped upward during the drilling of the casing end-burr. This ensures that sufficient
power is delivered to the bit to prevent stalling.
7.2 Determining Aggregate Shaft Properties
One of the main objectives of this research was to develop a set of simple
experiments that one could easily perform on any flexible wire shaft that would
accurately predict power transmission efficiency. It was hypothesized that the
information required for this calculation could thus be found in the aggregate shaft
parameters -- torsional (C), flexural (B) and axial (K) stiffnesses. This was based on the
assumption that the macroscopic behavior of the shaft could be analyzed similarly to a
long slender rod (elastic materials). Given this assumption, the power transmission
efficiency could possibly be correlated to a unique combination and weighting of the shaft
properties. The result would allow the specification of an optimum combination of
properties given a set of desirable operating conditions.
Unfortunately, it was not possible to obtain a series of shafts with properties
defined according to a Taguchi matrix (three-level three-attribute matrix). This would
have permitted the assignment of efficiency causality according to shaft property.
Instead, the shaft property causality will be determined experimentally through a curve fit
of efficiency and C/B/K property combinations (See Section 7.8 "Efficiency vs. C/B/K
Combination").
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7.2.1 Torsional Stiffness
The first parameter to be specified in the construction of a flexible shaft is the
desired torsional stiffness (to prevent breaking of the shaft from excessive torque). Using
the assumption that the shaft can be analyzed as a slender rod permits the use of basic
(Hooke's Law) solid mechanics. The torsional stiffness of a rod can then be defined as the
twisting moment per radian of twist per unit length, or:
M, 
_G I
0 L (22)
where I, is the polar moment of inertia (ird 4/32), G is the shear modulus, L is the length
of shaft and 0 is the twist. For a flexible shaft, the torsional stiffness can be calculated as
the moment per unit twist per unit length. A simple experiment was devised to test
torsional stiffness using a flexible shaft inside a conduit of known clearance and radius.
The flexible shaft was held fixed at one end and a torque was applied with a torque meter
at the other (See Figure 30).
Figure 30: Torsional Stiffness Test Fixture
By rotating the torque meter through a set number of radians and recording torque, it was
possible to determine torsional stiffness (in-lb/rad/in):
M
Tsta = -- x LRad (23)
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It was also desired to determine the dependency of torsional stiffness on two of
the key design parameters of the conduit -- the clearance and bottom bend radius. This
was accomplished by constraining and testing the shafts in both 1.75-inch radius and
straight tubes. The clearances were varied using three tube inner diameters -- 0.190, 0.210
and 0.245-inches (See Table 7.3). A Taguchi matrix was constructed and the results
analyzed for causality (See Appendices E and F).
TORSIONAL EXPERIMENTAL TESTING
Bad E • 1.75
......... .............. ... A & ......... . ..... . c a ................ L ................... E   .
0.19 260 167 239 137 126 125 262
0.21 249 148 245 135 108 139 288
AVERAGE 246 152 239 137 109 132 270
EPia 1000 (Straight)
0... ... 13 .......... 127 239 137 134 115 263
0.21 225 152 243 156 85 132 266
0.245 189 ' II 235 132 98 109 238
AVERAGE 209 130 239 142 106 119 256
Table 7.3: Experimental Torsional Stiffness Results Chart
The Taguchi analysis showed that the torsional stiffness was on average a
function of conduit clearance and to a lesser extent the same was true for the radius of
curvature. The clearance effects accounted for 75 percent of the change in torsional
stiffness between one operating condition and another while the radius contributed about
20 percent. The error was between 5 to 8 percent. However, the torsional stiffness
changed less than 10 percent between the two radii but up to 40 percent between
clearances. An interesting phenomena that could not be accounted for was the increase in
torsional stiffness experienced by some shafts between 0.190 and 0.210-inches and the
drop between 0.210 and 0.245-inches. In fact, the two torsional stiffnesses at 0.190 and
0.245-inches were nominally within 8 percent of one another. It was possible that the
discontinuity of the torsional stiffness at 0.210-inches of clearance was due to a modal
helixing effect. Technically, the torsional stiffness should decrease as clearance increases.
The increase in clearance allowed additional helixing in the gap region.
Since the total change in torsional stiffness was not large for the extreme range of
curvatures tested, it was decided to use an average of the two radii at each clearance.
Again, the calculated stiffnesses were within 10 percent of one another. To simplify
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future calculations dependent upon torsional stiffness, the stiffnesses were also averaged
over the clearances to create a standard value (See Table 7.4).
Torsional Stiffness
Eximeal eotical
GG 263 325
CC 239 275
AA 227 265
BB 141 140
DD 139 135
FF 125 95
EE 107 80
Table 7.4: Average Torsional Stiffnesses
7.2.2 Flexural Stiffness
The second parameter necessary to create the model was the flexural stiffness.
Similar to the analysis of the shafts' torsional properties, the analysis of the deformation
of a rod subjected to a bending moment, Mb, defines a shaft flexural stiffness, BE,, or
flexural rigidity. For a solid rod under small curvature, the flexural stiffness is defined by
the curvature of the neutral axis of the rod in relation to the applied bending moment:
1 _ dQ Mb
p ds E I
(24)
where E is the modulus of elasticity, I,, is the cross-sectional moment of inertia and p is
the curvature. Thus, the curvature of the rod is a linear function of the applied bending
moment with the flexural stiffness being the constant of proportionality, or:
BE, = E l (25)
Although a flexible shaft can experience large angles of curvature, the simple test
devised to test flexural stiffness assumed totally elastic behavior at all curvatures. The
test consisted of constraining a flexible shaft around one quarter of a known radius
cylinder (See Figure 31). This simulates the section of flexible shaft in the bend radius.
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By measuring the force required to maintain the curvature, it was possible to calculate the
flexural stiffness for the shaft:
BEl x L
Arc
= 2PadR x R7 = 'Papplied R2
k 2)
is the force applied at the radius, R, of the cylinder and L is the length of
the shaft constrained along the cylinder circumference. Although the flexural stiffness can
vary both along the length of the shaft and angular orientation, these effects are small in
I Flexural Stiffness
Flexural Stiffness
Test Fixture
Measured Force
Figure 31: Flexural Stiffness Test Fixture
comparison to the shaft average. However, they were considered and measurements were
taken along four sections of each shaft at random angular orientations to account for any
where Papplied
(26)
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localized discrepancies. Table 7.5 shows the results of the bending tests for three radii
(1.00, 1.50 and 2.00-inches). The theoretical flexural stiffness assumes a six-inch bend
radius.
Table 7.5: Flexural Stiffness Test Results
7.2.3 Axial Stiffness
To complete the needed shaft property information, a third test was devised to
determine the axial stiffness. The test setup consisted of shafts constrained in hollow
tubes that approximated the conduit shape that were then mounted onto the bottom of
the 'core' test stand (See Figure 33).
The top swage was connected to the drive shaft/rotational motor and the bottom
end was clamped inside the dynamometer chuck. This permitted testing of the axial
stiffness as a function of bend radius (R1.75, R2.25, R2.75-inches), clearance (Inner
Diameter = 0.190, 0.210, 0.245-inches), RPM (300 to 1200) and torque load (30 to 60 in-
oz). Although the axial stiffnesses of the flexible shafts were observed to be slightly non-
linear under small deformation (See Figure 32), Hooke's Law for linear deformation with
applied load was used to calculate the effective stiffnesses at larger deformations (the
slope of the curve of applied force versus distance compressed) which were typically
0.25 to 0.50-inches to produce 100-lbs axial force.
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Exp. Flexural Stiffness
(in-lb/rad/in)
Radius
..... .. ............... .................. ....... T... tal,
GG 18.66 12.29 12.16 4.02
CC 16.76 7.24 4.79 2.8
BB 14.01 7.05 4.35 2.96
AA 13.68 5.44 3.78 3.79
DD 13.65 4.73 3.31 3.16
FF 10.28 3.69 3.06 1.21
EE 3.61 2.69 2.56 0.92
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Figure 32 illustrates the axial stiffness dependency upon RPM and torque load.
The effect of rotational speed is to change the size of the non-linear compression region
but not the slope of the axial stiffness (it is the same at larger deformations). On the other
Axial Stiffness f(RPM, Torque Load)
14U
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o
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0 500 RPM: 0 in-oz
500 RPM: 50 in-oz
Figure 32: Sample Axial Stiffness as function RPM, Torque Load
hand, the combined result of rotation and torque load decreased the axial stiffness (slope)
in addition to increasing the non-linear compression zone. This can be accounted for by
additional helixing of the shaft in the conduit housing. With the torque and axial loads
rotating, the shaft behaves much akin to a torsional spring. In summary, the effect of
rotating the shaft and applying a torque load was to increase the compression (distance
traveled by the carriage/motor system) necessary to achieve a desired force.
In order to decouple the variations in the calculation of the axial stiffness, it was
decided to use the static axial stiffness value as the standard. Although this was not
exactly equal to the stiffness under a torque load, the values were within 7 percent of one
another and scalable. It was then desired to observe the relationship between stiffness
and radius/clearance. It was discovered that changes in clearance had no effect on stiffness
but that there was a small dependency on radius. There was no relationship with
clearance because the shaft tended to position itself along the outer side of the tube inner-
diameter as the force increased. In the static (non-rotating) condition, the shaft will only
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interact along this arc. As the radius increased, however, the axial stiffness decreased. At
small radii, the shaft could become wedged against the sides of the tube (the effect is
dependent on flexural stiffness with more of an effect as flexural stiffness increases)
effectively isolating the lower region from further compression. This was responsible for
changing the axial stiffness by up to 15 percent for some shafts. Table 7.6 shows the
experimentally computed axial stiffnesses.
EXPERIMEN
--· -- --· -------- ..... . .. 
Theoretical
RI.75
ID = .190
ID = .210
ID = .245
R2.25
ID = .190
ID = .210
ID = .245
R2.75
ID = .190
ID = .210
ID = .245
By Clearance
ID = .190
ID = .210
ID = .245
By Radius RI.75
R2.25
R2.75
7484 9875 6943
12920 8737 6131 4602
13613 11307 8442 6573
14268 10403 9805 6107
M B : c
11047 7597 5646 4052
12362 . 10424 8779.9 5876.8
5479.6 6640.6 4422.9 3977.7
................................... . .................. ............. .. ......
8245 7134 5037 3978
12020 8956 4208 5303
12904 9795 8381 5903
10737 7823 5605 4211
12665 . 10229 7143 5918
10884 8946 7536 5329
13600 10149 8126 5761
9630 8221 6283 4636
11056 i 8628 5875 5061
5628 5706 6445
EE EE ,
4298 4433 12904
11122 7325 9994
5475 8367 17329
EE EE 1W
2602 3866.9 11795
5283.9 6828.2 15200
5685.9 4846.3 8478.9
EE EE C
2732 3414 13517
5379 6527 13929
6515 8366 15101
EE E g
3211 3905 12739
7262 6893 13041
5892 7193 13636
6965 6708 13409
4524 5180 11825
4875 6102 14182
Avg All 11429 8999 6761 5153 5455 5997 13139
Table 7.6: Axial Stiffness Experimental Results
Since these experimental values for axial stiffness do not vary by more than 10
percent over the range of conditions tested, the values were averaged over the radii to
provide an approximate axial stiffness for later calculations.
7.2.4 Shaft Property Summary
In summary, the shafts were experimentally tested in three basic configurations to
determine their characteristic parameters: torsional (in-lb/rad/in), flexural (in-lb/rad/in) and
axial (in-lb/in) stiffnesses. These parameters are the first set of information necessary to
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construct the power transmission efficiency chart. The final values are shown together in
Table 7.7 for convenience.
Shaft Torsional Flexural* Axial
AA 227 3.78 11429
BB 141 4.35 8999
CC 239 4.79 6761
DD 139 3.31 5153
EE 107 2.56 5455
FF 125 3.06 5997
GG 263 12.16 13139
*at R2.00"
Table 7.7: Summary of Experimental Shaft Properties
7.3 Shaft Comparison Under Simulated Drilling
Having performed the preliminary experimentation and proof-of-concept
functional prototyping, it was desired to analytically investigate the performance of the
flexible shafts under realistic drilling conditions in order to determine the 'best' flexible
shaft for the drilling process. Unfortunately, the preliminary drilling tests showed that
the variables influencing the performance of a drill test were numerous. The quality of a
drill test was not only a function of the shaft (axial, flexural, torsional stiffnesses;
history), bit (grade carbide, number of runs) and drill setup (rigidity, casing hardness,
cement, rock) but also the drilling process (ROP, torque limiting, RPM) and conduit
shape (clearance, radii dimensions, number of radii). Thus, it was necessary to design a
'simulated drilling' test that concentrated on the important independent factors affecting
drilling efficiency in addition to determining the most efficient shaft at each condition.
Since one of the main focuses of this research was to characterize the behavior of
flexible shafts during drilling, it was decided to first test the two most important design
variables that directly affected their power transmission efficiency: conduit radius and
clearance. To further simplify the process and reduce experimental costs, the plates
originally used to constrain the shafts were replaced with stainless steel (306) tubes of
different inner diameters (0.190, 0.210, 0.245-inches) and bottom radii (1.75, 2.25, 2.75-
Experimental Shaft Properties
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inches). Also, the tubes were not manufactured with the normal second bend radius at the
top of the conduit, making them J-shaped instead of the original question-mark shape.
The effect of neglecting the second bend radius is analyzed in Section 7.6, "Single vs.
Double Bend Radii Conduit". The tubes were all made to fit the same length of 19-inch
shafts. The shafts were reduced in length from 27-inches in response to a shorter target
drill depth and reduction in minimum bend radius for the shafts tested. The shorter shaft
length reduces the distance the carriage system has to travel in order to eliminate 'slack' in
the system. By minimizing the distance needed to travel, the time spent by the bit
rotating against the target surface without sufficient WOB for drilling is also decreased.
7.3.1 Simulated Drilling Test Setup
The 'simulated drilling' test setup consisted of the core test stand and several
custom fixtures in addition to the dynamometer (See Figure 33). A vertical bracket of
test-equipment slides was bolted to the base of the core test stand. This bracket was
used to mount the various conduit tubes through sliding tube holders (See Figure 34). It
allowed the necessary flexibility in a single test setup, eliminating the need to create
multiple setups for each test configuration. Due to assembly problems of passing the
flexible shaft swages through the small inner diameter tubing, only the input side of the
shafts were swaged (hydraulically) with end fittings. The output end was threaded
through the tube and then passed into a 3/8-inch drill chuck. The chuck was capable of
applying a compressive force around the circumference of the shaft, effectively creating a
temporary swage connection.
The chuck was mounted horizontally onto a solid steel shaft that passed through
two pillow blocks. The pillow blocks not only provided alignment of the shaft between
the dynamometer and chuck, but also constrained the axial force imparted by the end of
the flexible shaft so as to not damage the dynamometer. A flexible coupling was used to
connect the dynamometer shaft to the pillow block shaft. In addition, a submersible
pump was used to circulate water onto the flexible shaft at the top of the drive rod
housing, providing lubrication and cooling in the conduit for the shaft.
7.3.2 Simulated Drilling Operating Parameters
After developing the test setup, it was necessary to decide on the set of operating
parameters that best approximated a typical drilling sequence. From the preliminary set
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Figure 33: Simulated Drilling Test Setup -- Dynamometer Fixture
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Brackets
Figure 34: Simulated Drilling Test Setup: Tube Support
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of drilling experiments, the flexible shafts experienced harsher operating conditions during
drilling of the steel section. In order to develop a conservative model, the steel drilling
speed of approximately 750 RPM was used for these experiments. The next decision
concerned how much torque resistance by the dynamometer simulated the steady-state
behavior of the drill bit. While this value depends on the type of drill bit selected for the
process, an order of magnitude estimate was developed by comparing a 'simulated' to an
actual drilling test. By recreating the test using the same flexible shaft, test plates (radius,
clearance), axial thrust and rotational speed, it was possible to increase the amount of
torque load imparted by the dynamometer until the efficiency of the two tests were equal.
Using this methodology, several test points were recreated and the average torque load
recorded. It was determined that an approximate dynamometer torque load of 65 in-oz
represented the torque load of this specific drill bit rotating in steel casing.
With the rotational speed and output shaft torque-load values set, the power
output of the system was now quantified. However, a shaft also is subjected to an axial
force loading so that the bit digs into the material during drilling. For the drill bit used in
the proof-of-concept testing, axial loads of 75 lbs were common during drilling of the steel
casing while loads of only 10 lbs were generated in the cement. It was decided to test the
simulated drilling systems at both 37 and 75 lbs to provide an efficiency sensitivity
comparison between design variables (radius, number of radii, clearance, etc.) and
operating conditions (RPM, WOB, etc.). This will also enable comparison (and
correlation) between these experiments and those in Section 7.4 "Efficiency Sensitivity
Study: RPM, Torque, WOB".
7.3.3 Simulated Drilling Test Methodology
Although the number of experiments required to experimentally determine the
sensitivity of efficiency to radius, clearance and WOB could have been minimized using a
Taguchi orthogonal matrix (See Appendix E), a full factorial experiment was performed
for each of the seven flexible shafts. The additional tests were conducted because the
amount of time required to obtain an aligned setup was substantial in comparison to the
amount of time required to perform the efficiency test on a particular shaft. This was
partly due to the ease of changing the shaft being tested. In a normal test sequence, a
shaft was threaded through the conduit tube, chucked onto the output end of the shaft
and tested. To change shafts, the first shaft was unchucked, the carriage system was
raised and a new shaft inserted. However, when the conduit tubes were exchanged, the
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entire system had to be dismantled and a complete alignment check performed (several
hours of work). In addition, the relative efficiency and importance of certain data points
was unknown and it was decided to obtain a complete experimental description of each
shaft at each condition to minimize human error. Thus, each of the seven shafts were
tested at three radii, three clearance and two axial force levels. This combined for a total
of 18 tests for each shaft, or a total of 126 tests.
For each test run, the shaft was first set to the rotational speed (750 RPM), then
the torque load was applied (65 in-oz) and finally the motor carriage system was
translated downwards to compress the shaft (to either 37 or 75 lbs). By recording the
rotational motor torque, T,,,oro,, required to output a certain power level at a specific axial
force, an overall shaft/conduit tube efficiency, r7,,,,, , was found for each test condition
as shown by:
Power Out ( T * RPM )o,t,, o, 65 in-oz
•"s Power In ( - * RPM )i ",, T mowor (27)
All of the shafts were tested for each of the test configurations in a random order to
minimize (average) cyclical errors. Indeed, according to theory the system efficiency is
independent of rotational speed and can be evaluated at any level. For the experimental
setup, the rotational speed, applied torque load and measured motor torque input were
accurate within ±1 RPM, +2 in-oz and ±2 in-oz, respectively.
7.3.4 Shaft Efficiency During Drilling
The final results for each of the nine test conditions with 75 lbs of axial force are
shown in Table 7.8. The seven shafts are listed in descending order of efficiency at each
condition for convenience. The raw data organized by shaft and radius is tabulated in
Appendix D.
Using Figure 35, it is now possible to choose the most efficient shaft to use
depending on the chosen design for the conduit. For example, if the designer was
attempting to maximize power transmission efficiency with respect to a conduit bottom
bend radius of 2.25-inches, the designer would choose the shaft/clearance combination of
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Table 7.8: Simulated Drilling Shaft Efficiencies at 75 lbs Thrust
FF in a 0.190-inch diameter conduit. This combination would yield an approximate
efficiency of 49 percent.
7.3.5 Efficiency Sensitivity: Conduit Radius/Clearance
The second half of the drilling experiment data reduction involved the analysis of
power transmission efficiency sensitivity to changes in the three design variables. Charts
detailing changes in efficiency for different levels of the design parameters are shown in
Figures 36, 37 and 38. Each line represents the behavior of a particular shaft.
As shown in Figure 36, the overall result of increasing the bend radius for one of
the test conditions (conduit diameter of 0.245-inches, 75 lbs axial force) is to cause a
corresponding increase in power transmission efficiency. An interesting phenomena was
observed for several of the shafts when the bend radius was increased to 2.25-inches. At
this value, several shafts exhibited efficiency losses of nearly 10 percent, only to realize
efficiency gains of 15 percent when the radius was increased from 1.75 to 2.75-inches.
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FF 53% FF 49% FF 46%
DD • 41% DD 42% DD 43%
BB 40% BB 40% BB 43%
GG 390/% GG 39% GG 42%
EE 38.0 EE 35% EE 41%
AA 38% AA 29%0 AA 34%
CC 27% CC 26% CC 26%
Efficiency 0 R1.75 ID=.210 Efficiency @ R2.25 ID=.210 Efficiency a R2.75 11=.210
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DD 36% DD 33% DD 41%
BB 36% BB 33% BB 35%
GG 35% GG 29% GG 35%
EE 32% EE 26% EE 35%
.... ......AA 24% AA 25% .AA ... 25%/.
CC 17% CC 19% CC 25%
... E.ffic.ieny @R1.75 ID=.245 Efficienc R225 ID=.245 Efficiency @ R 75 ID= 245
FF 37% FF 32% FF 40%
DD 35%6 D 31% DD 40%
BB 31% BB 29%0 BB 34%
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CC 15% CC 160%/ CC 20%0
.... A
. . . ? . .
Shaft Type vs. Effidency: R2.25 Tubes 75 Lbs Force
Figure 35: Shaft Type vs. Efficiency, R2.25 Tubes, 75 Lbs
One hypothesis could be that these shafts exhibited a modal effect at the 2.25-inch
radius. A second hypothesis could be that there was human error in the test setup and
that this resulted in larger alignment frictional effects. This would account for the
decrease, however, not all of the shafts exhibited possible alignment errors. If the
alignment hypothesis were pursued, the 2.25-inch radius data points would be ignored
and a first-order line approximated through the two end points. This resulted in the same
overall conclusion of efficiency increase as radius increased.
The results of increasing the conduit clearance for the test conditions of a 2.25-
inch radius conduit at 75 lbs axial force is shown in Figure 37. The tests revealed that the
majority of the decrease in power efficiency occurred when the clearance increased from
0.190 to 0.210-inches and that the change in efficiency was much smaller for additional
increases. Increases in axial force applied to the shaft also resulted in corresponding
decreases in power efficiency for each of the seven shafts (See Figure 38).
Although these figures provide approximate data trends to changes in design
parameters, the slopes of the trends were calculated and tabulated for each shaft under
MID -. 245
MID= .210
MID .190
0%0/ 5% I10 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%
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Efficiency vs. Radius ID=.245
Figure 36: Efficiency Sensitivity to Radius, Id = 0.245, 75 Lbs
every test condition. The results are shown in Table 7.9. Each of the three design criteria
are listed on the left and the results for each shaft are given in the column below their
name. For the WOB, the percentages reflect the change in efficiency for a 10 lb increase
in axial force (with a 0.190-inch conduit diameter from 37 to 75 lbs). For the clearance,
the percentages are the change in efficiency for a 0.055-inch increase in nominal conduit
diameter (with 75 lbs axial force from 0.190 to 0.245-inch conduit diameters). The
percentages for the radius are the change in efficiency for a 1.0-inch increase in bend
radius (with 75 lbs axial force from 1.75 to 2.75-inches of bend radius). These particular
areas were identified as probable operating specifications for the design of the actual tool
and thus we the investigated subset of the entire test array. The percentages are arranged
for each shaft and then average over the entire selection of shafts to provide a general
understanding of shaft trends.
7.3.6 Design Robustness/Most Efficient Shafts
There were several key results obtained from Table 7.9. First, power
transmission efficiency (for all shafts) was approximately independent of bend radius
when the conduit diameter was 0.190-inches. This means that the designer can use the
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Figure 37: Efficiency Sensitivity to Clearance, R2.25, 75 Lbs
Figure 38: Efficiency Sensitivity to Axial Force, R2.25, Id = 0.190
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Table 7.9: Efficiency Sensitivity to Radius, Clearance, WOB
smallest radius that was in this test range (1.75-inches) without concern for losing power
due to frictional effects along the conduit surface. However, it should be remembered that
some shafts deviate slightly from this trend and the individual behavior also has to be
examined. In general, the efficiency increased 2 percent for every 1.0-inch increase in
bend radius. Thus, changes in radius produced the smallest measured change in efficiency.
Surprisingly, changes in WOB produced the second largest change in efficiency.
For the smallest clearance configurations investigated here (0.190-inch diameter), the
efficiency decreased 4 percent for every 10 lb increase in axial force. For normal drilling
operations, this translates to a 30 percent decrease in efficiency during drilling of the steel
casing section of the wellhole. The final drill bit design should be designed to reflect the
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Web Percentages Show Change in Efficiency as WOB Increases by 10 lbs
. .. . . .. . ... . .. . . ... ... 1 .. . .. ......
Ri.75 -0.0037 -0.0039 -0.0044 -0.0048 -0.0055 -0.0027 -0.0025
R2.25 -0.0035 -0.0046 -0.0032 -0.004 -0.0048 -0.0024 -0.0042
R2.75 -0.0043 -00059 -0 0043 -0.0043 -0.0048 -0.0035 -0.0038
Avg. Slope -0.0038 -0.0048 -0.0040 -0.0044 -0.0050 -0.0029 -0.0035
:% Change -4% " -5% -4%/ -4% -5% -3% -4%
RI .75 -0.0039 -4% Avg. Wob Slope All -0.0041
8R2.25 -0.0038 -4% Avg. % Change All -4%
R2.75 -0.0044 -4%10
Clearance Percentages Show Change in Efficiency as Clearance Increases by 0.055 Inch
. . .... ... ... : ?ýr.. 4 . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. o.
R2.25 -3308 -0. 221 -1.8292. -0.436 2.1915 -30066 -2.3436
R2.75 -1.9114 -0.3563 -0.4857 -1.1913 -1.9692 -0.9277 -2.4502
% Change -11 -1% -8% -6% -12% -12% -16%
Rl.75 -1.9199 -11% Avg. Clear Slope All -1.72
R2.25 -1.9077 -10%i Avg. % Change All -9%
R2.75 -1.3274 -7% ..... ......
Radius Percentages Show Change in Eficiency as Radius Increases by Inch
Id .190 0.0172 -0.0089 0.0576 0.0203 0.0191 -0.0707 -0.0425
Id =.210 -0.0114 0.0119 0.0511 . 0.0037 0.0358 -0.0158 0.0828
Id = .275 -0.0481 0.0054 0.1306 0.0359 0.0524 0.0319 0.0523
Avg. Slope -0.0141 0.0028 0.0798 0.0200 0.0358 . . -0.0182 0.0309% Change -1% 0% 8% 2% 4% -2% 3%
vai Value . Ame %Chanae
Id = .190 -0.0011 . 0% . Avg.Clear Slope All 0.020
Id = .210 0.0226 2% Avg. % Change All 2%
Id .27 0.0372 4...............................................
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desire to require the smallest amount of axial force for cutting in steel. The forces
observed during the drilling of the cement and rock were negligible to other effects.
The change in clearance over this range yielded the greatest change in power
efficiency. On average for all shafts, an increase in the conduit diameter resulted in a
decrease in the efficiency with the effect being greater as the bend radius decreased. For
example, shafts tested at a bend radius of 1.75-inches saw a 22 percent decrease in
efficiency between 0.190 and 0.210-inches of conduit diameter. This is in comparison to
a smaller decrease in efficiency of 14 percent for a 2.75-inch bend radius. Thus, the
design is most sensitive to the conduit clearance and the clearance should be minimized for
all configurations. Given that the average shaft diameter is 0.1875-inches (3/16-inch), a
conduit diameter of 0.190-inch, or 0.003-inch nominal clearance is approximately ideal.
Also, as discussed previously, the 0.190-inch conduit diameter is robust to changes in
bend radius as small as the 1.75-inch radius tested.
From a close examination of Table 7.8, it is apparent that some of the shafts are
more efficient (on average) than others. Since the final drilling assembly will be required
to fit in a finite size package, it was desired to choose a shaft that was able to operate
satisfactorily in the smallest diameter package as possible. Using this information, it was
possible to eliminate some shafts from contention. For example, shafts CC and EE were
consistently at the bottom of the efficiency rankings. The shafts were also scrutinized
according to their robustness to the design variables as shown by Table 7.9. This
eliminated an additional shaft, DD, due to its sensitivity to both radius and axial force.
Using the results from these two criteria, the four 'best' shafts remained: AA, BB, FF and
GG. At this stage, however, the results indicated that the FF shaft is consistently
superior under all test conditions.
7.4 Efficiency Sensitivity Study: RPM. Torque. WOB
For this experiment, it was desired to interrogate the relative effects of operating
parameters on shaft power transmission efficiency. A study of the four most efficient
shafts (AA, BB, FF, GG: as determined by the results of the previous sections was
conducted by attaching the output end of the shaft to the dynamometer and applying a
known torque load at a certain RPM. This defined the power output of the shaft. The
test conditions consisted of three RPM (300, 600, 900), torque load (5, 25, 50 in-oz) and
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axial force (20, 40, 60 lbs). They were varied according to a three-level nine-test Taguchi
matrix (See Appendix G).
Using the information from the simulated drilling efficiency experiment, the design
of the conduit shape was re-designed. It was decided to design for a 19-inch flexible shaft
in a 2.00-inch radius with a 0.190-inch inner diameter. Thus, a single radius tube of the
same dimensions was used for this experiment. The output RPM was set by varying the
voltage to the motor controller with a variable resistance potentiometer. The torque load
was set by varying the potentiometer to the dynamometer controller. For each test run,
the shaft was first set to the rotational speed, then the torque load was applied and finally
the motor carriage system was translated downward to compress the shaft. By recording
the motor torque required to output a certain power level at a specific axial force, an
overall shaft/conduit efficiency was found for each condition of the orthogonal test matrix.
The results were then tabulated and a Taguchi causality analysis performed (See
Appendix E). Some typical charts of power transmission efficiency showing sensitivity
to changes in RPM, torque load and axial load are shown in Figures 39, 40 and 41.
200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Figure 39: Taguchi Power Transmission Sensitivity to RPM
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Efficiency vs. Torque Load (FF): R2.00, Id=0.190
Figure 40: Taguchi Power Transmission Sensitivity to Torque Loads
Efficiency vs. Axial Force (FF): R2.00, Id=0.190
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Figure 41: Taguchi Power Transmission Sensitivity to Axial Loading
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The Taguchi analysis proved to be consistent for all four of the shafts tested. It
was determined that 55 to 65 percent of the change in efficiency was attributable to
changes in the torque load on the shaft while 30 to 40 percent was due to changes in
applied axial loading. In the range of conditions tested, changes in RPM had a negligible
effect on efficiency (See Figure 39). This validates the experimental setup because
efficiency should not be dependent upon RPM when both ends are rotating at the same
speed. If RPM did affect efficiency, then the test setup would have to be redesigned for
reduced alignment effects (losses) at different RPM values:
Power Out Power In - Losses R "o,, RPMMo0 ,
sysn" Power In Power In Tin -RPMin (28)
Under loading, it is hypothesized that the bottom of the flexible shaft rotates at
the same speed as the input but is displaced by some angular lag. For this discussion, the
small scale rotational dynamics were not studied.
As the rotational speed increased, the level of permissible power transfer
increased as the torque load on the shaft outer layers was reduced in inverse proportion to
the increase in shaft speed. In summary, the rotational speed could be set to the optimal
drilling speed for the bit without concern for generating additional power transmission
losses.
The results of increasing the torque load are shown in Figure 40. For every 10 in-
oz increase in the torque load, the power transmission efficiency increased by 8 percent.
As shown in the previous section discussing typical drilling conditions in steel, the
drilling load is approximated by a 65 in-oz torque load. This observation would appear to
state that one wants to have a drill bit that requires a large amount of torque to rotate.
Even though the shaft would operate more efficiently, it should be remembered that any
increase in torque load will cause the total power input to increase and reduce the life
span, in hours, of the shaft. The maximum available power should be considered to
achieve a balance between it and torque loading of the shaft caused by the drill bit.
It was also observed that as one increased the torque load on the shaft, the
individual wire coils tightened against one another assuming a more rigid configuration.
However, this increased the amplitude of the helixing, effectively decreasing the axial
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stiffness of the shaft (See Figure 33). This permitted the shaft to achieve the required
axial force at a lower motor torque.
When the axial force was increased, however, the overall efficiency of the
shaft/conduit combination was decreased. As seen in Figure 41, a 10-lbs increase in
applied axial load decreased efficiency by 4 percent. The fact that this experiment
predicted the same effects of changes in applied thrust as in Section 7.3 allows correlation
between the two sets of data. It also showed that significant alignment differences were
not present in the two test setups.
Again, there was a total decrease in power transmission efficiency of 30 percent
when the 75-lbs of axial force was applied to drill the last few thousands-of-an-inch in the
steel casing. The increase in the axial force caused the shaft to become unstable (helixed)
forcing the surface of the shaft into the conduit wall. These additional normal and
tangential forces increased friction which required larger amounts of power input for a
constant power output. Thus, the drill bit should be designed to minimize the amount of
axial force necessary for drilling. This will help the overall power transmission efficiency.
Lower forces would also reduce the amount of wear caused by frictional wearing at the
shaft/conduit interface and increase shaft life.
7.5 Shaft Life Comparison
Since the main criteria for the cased hole drilling project included reduced failure
and high reliability, it was important to test the life span of the flexible shafts operating in
a relatively small bend radius when subjected to drilling magnitude forces. The test setup
consisted of the single-radius tubes attached to a vertical mounting board which was
bolted to the bottom of the core test stand. Shafts were threaded inside the tubes and the
bottom portion of the shaft attached to the dynamometer chuck. On the top portion of
the shaft, the input swage was connected to the drive shaft and chucked to the rotational
motor.
This test setup permitted steady-state life testing of the flexible shaft. A system
to translate the flexible shaft through the bent tube using a sequencer and simulated drilled
hole section was considered but concluded to be unnecessarily complicated. It was
hypothesized that since the majority of the shaft wear would occur in the bend section
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where the shaft rotates from the vertical to horizontal, this would also be the location of
the dominant shaft failure mode. If the flexible shaft were cycled through the bend radius,
the wear would be distributed along the length of the shaft. This would define shaft life in
number of cycles at a specific RPM. However, a simpler test arrangement would be to
use a non-translating flexible shaft. By refraining from cycling the shaft through the
conduit, all of the wear would be concentrated along one section of the shaft. This was
effectively an accelerated mode of testing failure. The shaft life would then only need to
be rated for a comparative number of cycles.
To perform the tests, a Galil motor controller program was written that
compressed the shaft to a constant axial force. By setting the rotational speed and torque
loading to approximate conditions seen during the drilling of casing and cement, life cycle
ratings were created. A designed-experiment test matrix was constructed to determine the
relative effects of clearance, torque load and axial load on shaft life. As in the previous
experiment, the four most efficient shafts were tested: AA, BB, FF, GG.
During a normal run of the 'Modular Reservoir Cased Driller' in a wellhole, the
tool will drill ten to twelve holes in roughly 130 minutes. However, any unit section of
the shaft will only be subjected to the bend radius (worst location) effects for
approximately one-third of the drilling time, or 44 minutes. This defined the accelerated
method of testing life cycle goal. An additional safety factor of two was added to provide
a goal of approximately 90 minutes of life under steady-state simulated downhole
operation. During a conservative drilling sequence, the bit will spend 15 percent of the
time drilling through the casing at 750 RPM and the remaining 85 percent at 1100 RPM in
the cement and rock. Thus, the objective for the life cycle experiment was to achieve at
least 100,000 revolutions for each shaft at each test condition. This translates into 143
minutes at 700 RPM and 91 minutes at 1100 RPM. Because the effects of several design
parameters on shaft life were being investigated, the shafts were not just tested at
simulated casing or drilling force level combinations. However, from the matrix one can
define approximate ranges of shaft life under actual drilling conditions (i.e. Tests #2 and
#3 at 60 in-oz torque load and 70 lbs WOB).
Table 7.10 shows the results from the life cycle experiments. It was immediately
observed that the only shaft to even approach the life cycle rating necessary for downhole
operation was shaft FF. Inside the 2.00-inch radius 0.190-inch inner-diameter tube
(approximating the most efficient drilling conduit geometry) and operating with 60 in-oz
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of torque load and 70 lbs of axial force, shaft FF achieved 354 minutes of operation at 700
RPM or 248,000 revolutions. This equates to approximately 24 drilled holes. It should
be noted that this assumed the shaft would be experiencing a continuous axial loading. By
reducing the axial loading in half (which will increase power transmission efficiency by
decreasing the amount of friction along the shaft length as well as decrease wear) to 35 lbs
and the torque load (which will decrease efficiency and increase wear) to 30 in-oz, the
shaft life increased by 25 percent to over 310,000 cycles, or 31 drilled holes. Thus, the
effect of reducing axial force on shaft life is much greater than the effect of changes in
torque loading.
From the test data, it was found that increases in conduit diameter (clearance)
resulted in higher life cycle ratings. Comparing Tests I and 4, Test I had a 0.190-inch
conduit resulting in a 314,000 cycle life span for shaft FF. Test 4 had a 0.245-inch
conduit providing 485,000 cycles of operation, an increase of over 50 percent. The same
comparison is possible with Tests 2 and 3 from 247,000 to 344,000 respectively. At the
higher axial and torque loading, the increase in life cycle between the two clearances was
approximately 40 percent. Thus, changes in clearance have less of an effect on life cycle
ratings with greater loadings (torsional and thrust) on the shaft.
Table 7.10: Life Cycle Experimental Results
The other three shafts produced life cycles that were one order of magnitude lower
than shaft FF. There was an interesting correlation between shaft life and experimentally
derived flexural stiffness. The shaft with the lowest experimental flexural stiffness, FF,
produced the best life cycle performance. The trend followed with decreasing life as
flexural stiffness increased (See Section 7.2.2 "Flexural Stiffness"). It is hypothesized
that the larger flexural stiffnesses produced proportional increases in internal friction as
the wires were forced to rub against one another as they rotated in the bend section of the
conduit.
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There were two typical modes of failure for the shafts tested. The first mode
involved torsional failure of the entire shafts, resulting in all layers yielding at the same
point in less than one-half second of elapsed time. It was hypothesized that the wear
between the conduit and shaft occurred until the point at which the wires in the outer
layer yielded under tension (outer wires in a properly loaded shaft are under constant
tension). Once the wires in the outer layer failed, the inner layers, in compression, were
unable to support the torque load and yielded. This was the typical mode of failure for
shaft BB. A comparison of the shaft's constructions is interesting. All of the shafts,
except BB, were constructed of five layers (excluding the mandrel). Shaft BB had only
four layers but was constructed of the largest diameter wires in the outer layer. It was
originally believed that shafts with larger pitch angles might experience less wear per unit
length of wire coil cross-section because of the larger wire cross-sectional areas with
respect to the aggregate shaft cross-section. However, a larger pitch angle also translated
into a larger flexural stiffness, which increased the normal forces between the shaft and
conduit walls, dominating any small scale effects.
A life cycle log chart of a BB shaft failing due to torsional failure is shown in
Figure 42. From a downhole operation standpoint, this mode of failure is unacceptable.
If the shaft were to torsionally break into two sections, it would leave the bit in the drilled
hole and the connected section of shaft protruding into the wellbore. From the figure, it is
important to note that the sensors were not able to detect the onset of yielding. It had
originally been believed that the motor torque would begin rapidly increasing over time as
the wires strain hardened (due to small amplitude bend cycling) before breaking.
However, the graph does not allow characterization of shaft behavior before failure, which
could have been used by tool operators to stop operation before a critical failure.
The second mode of failure involved a combination of slow wearing of the outer
layer wires and small amplitude fatigue until one or two wires in the outer layer failed
from tensioning. However, the surrounding wires were still capable of supporting the
torque loads. This failure was more subtle but was more common with the AA, FF and
GG shafts. From an analysis of their life cycle log charts, it was observed that in general
the motor torque (and thus power consumption) increased with time (See Figure 43). It is
believed that this was caused by a gradual increase in the flexural stiffness of the
individual wires due to small variations in tension as the shaft was rotated. This small
amplitude fatigue caused work hardening of the shaft layers eventually causing brittleness.
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Life Test 2: BB, R2.00, ld=0.190, 700 RPM, 70 Ibs, 60 in-oz
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Figure 42: Life Cycle Test: Shaft BB Torsional Failure
This effect, in combination with friction wear (with both the conduit surface and
neighboring layers), caused a single wire to fail. The rotational motion and shaft pitch
caused the broken strand to be pushed outward radially and downward through the
conduit until it could expand and wrap itself around the bottom of the shaft. This made
retraction of the shaft assembly back into the conduit impossible and the failed wire coil
had to be cut.
For this second mode of failure, it was also observed that the majority of the wires
in the second layer of the shaft were failed as well. This could be attributable to large
stresses and frictional wear/heat caused by internal rubbing. Although they were no
longer carrying torsional loads, they were still acting to constrain the outer layers from
contracting inward. It was not possible to ascertain whether wires in the inner or outer
layers failed first. Failure of the outer layer first is more probable due to their supporting
more of the torsional load and experiencing a larger change in bending curvature as they
rotated in the bend section of the conduit.
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Life Test 2: GG, R2.00, Id=0.190, 700 RPM, 70 Ibs, 60 In-oz
Figure 43: Life Cycle Test: Shaft FF Fatigue Failure
In an attempt to quantify the small amplitude fatigue dynamics experienced by the
outer wire layer, a model of open coil helical springs was developed via equations
modified from Timenshenko (16, pg. 292). By developing relationships for the bending
and torque moments:
MB 1 = PRsina+ IBE] (29)
MT = PRcosa + (otor -TApplied) sina] (30)
it was possible to calculate the maximum stress in a single wire of the outer layer:
Max = [MBJ +M+ (31)
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where d is the wire diameter, N is the number of wires in the layer, P is the magnitude of
the axial load, R is the outer layer mean radius, a is the helix angle and P is the radius of
curvature. Assuming that this stress is below both the tensile and yield strength, it is
possible to use Basquins Law for high-cycle (>104) fatigue of uncracked components:
[ aL
~  
- MYn ]- N; = C1  (32)
where Nf is the number of cycles to failure, a is a constant (between 0.067 and 0.125 for
most materials) and C1 is a constant of correlation (22, pg. 136). Unfortunately, the
results did not correlate across changes in clearance (geometry) and the research was
unable to test a larger pool of shafts due to time constraints.
A noteworthy reminder is that all of these life cycle experiments were conducted
with some water flow in the conduit. One initial life cycle experiment conducted without
water cooling the interior and exterior of the tube resulted in excessive heat generation in
the bottom bend section. After only 12,000 cycles of Shaft FF at 700 RPM, the heat was
great enough to effectively weld the shaft layers together and fail the shaft (yield strength
decreases with increasing temperature).
7.6 Single vs. Double Bend Radii Conduit
Although the actual conduit plates used in the Cased Driller tool have two radius
bends, the majority of the efficiency testing was conducted using single bend tubes (See
7.3 "Shaft Comparison Under Simulated Drilling"). The use of tubing minimized test
fixture costs and permitted enough setups to perform Taguchi-designed experiments.
Thus, the experimental tests were only approximations of the actual geometry, so it was
necessary to quantify the effects of neglecting the top bend radius on both the power
transmission efficiency and shaft life cycle rating.
7.6.1 Power Transmission Efficiency
What is the effect of the second bend (top) radius on power transmission
efficiency and how does it compare to changes in other factors? An L8 two-level Taguchi
experiment was designed to answer that question (See Appendix H). It was decided to
test four factors at two values each to determine their relative contribution to any changes
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in power transmission efficiency. The four factors were: number of bend radii, torque
load, WOB and RPM. Again, the RPM factor was used to gauge the contribution of
friction and setup misalignments. If RPM contributes a large percentage, there exists
unaccountable errors in the setup and the experiment should be repeated. For the number
of bend radii factor, tubes with one bend radius and plates with two radii were used. The
tubes had a 2.00-inch bottom bend radius and 0.190-inch conduit diameter. The plates
had a 2.00-inch bottom bend radius, 10.16-inch top radius and 0.190-inch conduit
diameter. For these experiments, only type FF shaft was used due to its superior
performance in the preceding experiments.
From the analysis of the experimental data, the percent contributions were
calculated and are shown in Table 7.11. The analysis clearly showed that for the FF shaft
in a 0.190-inch conduit diameter, the effect of the second bend radius on power
transmission efficiency was negligible in comparison to changes in efficiency due to
torque or axial loading. The change in efficiency due to a change in each of the factors can
be seen in Figures 44, 45, 46 and 47 for the number of bend radii, RPM, torque load and
WOB respectively.
Taguchi Results
Variable Contribution Factor???
No. Radii 1.7% No
RPM 2.0% No
Torque.Load ........ 55.3% Yes
WOB 37.9% Yes
Table 7.11: Percent Contribution No. Radii Taguchi
From the figures, the slopes of the lines provide a first order approximation of
efficiency sensitivity. For the number of bend radii factor, the efficiency changed by a
mere 1 percent. An increase in RPM by 100 would decrease efficiency by less than 1
percent also. This validated the test setup for the range of RPM tested. Thus, power
transmission efficiency is insensitive to changes in these two factors. For the axial and
torque loading, however, the efficiency was sensitive. For every 10 in-oz increase in the
torque load, the efficiency increased by 5 percent. For every 10-lbs increase in applied
axial load, the efficiency decreased by 4 percent. These sensitivities correlate with the
results calculated in the earlier experimental sections.
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Figure 44 Power Transmission Efficiency vs. No. of 2end Radii, FF
Figure 44: Power Transmission Efficiency vs. No. of Bend Radii, FF
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Figure 45: Power Transmission Efficiency vs. Shaft RPM, FF
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7.6.2 Life Cycles
Although the omission of the second bend radius in the tube testing did not affect
the power transmission efficiency, it was important to ascertain whether the result
extended to the effect of the second radius on shaft life cycle ratings. For this experiment,
an FF shaft was first constrained in a single radius tube and then a two radius plate and
tested in the setup detailed in Section 7.5 "Shaft Life Comparison". Both conduits
consisted of a 2.00-inch bottom bend radius and a 0.190-inch conduit inner-diameter. The
shaft was tested at typical conditions observed during drilling of steel: 700 RPM, 70-lbs
axial load and 65 in-oz torque load. As always, the tests were conducted using a pump to
flow water through the conduit for cooling.
The results of the life cycle comparison are shown in Table 7.12. There was no
discernible difference in life with the addition of the second bend radius at the top of the
conduit path. As earlier hypothesized, the location of the dominant mode of failure was
in the smaller second bend radius so the result was not unexpected. Also, the mode of
failure for shaft FF was the same as recorded in Section 7.5 (tension yielding of a single
wire).
Life Cycle Rating vs. No. Bend Radii
1 Radius Tubes 2 Radii Plates
354 Minutes 366 Minutes
247,800 Cycles 256,200 Cycles
Table 7.12: Life Cycle Rating vs. No. Bend Radii
7.7 Drilling Study
Having examined the power transmission efficiency sensitivities to the design
parameters, it was time to assemble the best sub-components into a complete package
and test the results in actual drilling test runs. From the study of radius and conduit
clearance, the guide plates were machined with a 2.00-inch bottom bend radius, 10.16-inch
top bend radius and 0.190-inch conduit diameter. Using the results of the shaft efficiency
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and life cycle tests, shaft FF was chosen as the most efficient shaft that met the necessary
life rating.
The drilling process (ROP, RPM) was programmed into the Galil motor controller
using knowledge gained from the preliminary feasibility studies. The process consisted of
bringing the bit to 750 RPM and then ramping the ROP at 0.9 ipm to quickly build WOB.
This was done to minimize the number of rotations experienced by the bit at lower than
drilling axial forces. These rotations serve only to wear the bit cutting surfaces. Once the
shaft had achieved 20 lbs of axial thrust, the ROP was decreased to 0.46 ipm. This value
was observed to produce medium size (efficient) casing-cuttings during the initial drilling
tests. After the carriage had traveled downward 0.75-inches, the RPM was ramped
upwards to 1100 RPM, signaling an increase of power to the drilling motor. This was in
response to the increased energy required by the drill bit to drill through the exit burr on
the backside of the casing surface. The bit normally would exit the casing between 0.75
and 1.00-inches of carriage travel. Again, the casing was the most difficult section to drill
and caused the largest number of failures in the system (highest forces exerted on both
shaft and top swage).
Once through the steel casing, the shaft ROP was increased to 0.69 ipm because of
the smaller forces required to remove units of material. This ROP was continued through
the cement and also for the rock section. Although one should maximize ROP in the rock
section to minimize cyclical impact loading on the carbide bit (increase bit life), the ROP
was not changed due to the increases in torque load signaling an increase in power being
imparted from the motor to overcome additional friction experienced by the shaft.
Increasing the ROP might eventually cause the drilling motor to require power beyond the
theoretical limit for application purposes. The additional losses are the result of having a
longer length of the shaft in the larger-diameter drilled hole conduit. Not only is the
drilled hole not smooth (more friction) like the conduit in the plates, its larger diameter
allows for greater helixing of the shaft resulting in a lower functional axial stiffness.
As in the early feasibility tests, the tests were conducted using a total target
carriage travel of 5.0-inches as a standard to allow comparison between results. The
resulting drilled holes were shorter than this distance due to the compression of the shafts
under the axial force loading.
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A total of ten runs were conducted as a preliminary comparison between the
revised design and earlier drilling sequences. While the two sets of test data show
remarkable differences, it should be noted that the drill bit design is a major uncontrolled
variable. Although the manufacture and design of the bit was consistent, the bit cannot be
assumed to be robust to slight variations in test setup (rigidity, angle to casing surface).
A total of two new drilling sequences will be shown here and compared to Figure 26
(Flex 1 0A).
Given these assumptions, one of the new drilling sequences is shown in Figure 48
(Drill Test 4). Using the drilling process detailed above, Test 4 drilled through the steel
casing in 111 seconds and completed the 5.0-inches of carriage travel in 456 seconds (7
min 36 seconds). The resulting drilled hole depth was 4.50-inches with a hole roundness
of 0.317-inches in both directions (vertical/horizontal). Thus, the hole roundness just met
the tolerance specification (less than 0.318-inches in both directions). The drilled hole
was measured as the sum of the casing (0.35-inches), cement (2.10-inches) and distance
traveled into the rock. Thus, Drill Test 4 drilled 2.05-inches into the rock section. The
drilled hole specification of 5.0-inches in 10 minutes was also met because the system
would have drilled the remaining 0.50-inches in less than 2 minutes at 0.69 ipm ROP. In
fact, during drilling of the casing the bit was traveling at the 0.69 ipm of the carriage.
The second drilling sequence is shown in Figure 49 (Drill Test 6). Test 6 drilled
through the casing in only 99 seconds and traveled the 5.0-inches in the same 456
seconds. The resulting hole was 4.70-inches deep with a roundness of 0.313 and 0.314-
inches in the horizontal and vertical directions respectively. It also was observed to be
drilling at the carriage ROP of 0.69 ipm.
In comparison, Figure 26 shows that Flexl0A took 139 seconds to exit the casing
and 529 seconds (8 min 49 seconds) to complete the 5.0-inches of carriage travel. A point
of note is that FlexlOA traveled at the 0.69 ipm carriage ROP for the entire drilling
process but was torque limited. The carriage system would reverse itself to prevent the
shaft from breaking (an early concern) when the torque reached a certain limit, resulting in
an overall slower ROP. However, it also drilled at the 0.69 ipm carriage ROP during the
latter part of the rock section. More importantly, Flexl0A produced a shallower hole of
4.30-inches but yielded an excellent hole roundness of 0.314-inches in both directions.
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Figure 48: Drill Test 4, Shaft FF, 5.0-inch Deep Hole
Figure 49: Drill Test 6, Shaft FF, 5.0-in Deep Hole
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This shows that the drilling sequences performed using the same bit but revised
plate design and process outperformed the original drilling experiments. The resultant
hole depth was on average between 5 and 10 percent deeper with a 14 percent reduction
in the overall drilling time. Also, the new shaft has a life cycle that is six times greater.
However, this is only half the story.
One also should look at the differences in the key drilling parameters: WOB and
torque. During drilling of the steel casing, Drill 4 and Drill 6 had WOBs of 90/80 lbs and
maximum torque loads of 275/425 in-oz respectively. Thus, the WOB necessary to drill
the steel casing using shaft FF is approximately 85 lbs while the torque load that the shaft
experiences can be highly variable. For the 10 drill tests conducted, the torque loading
varied from a low of 225 to the high of 425 in-oz. Although FlexlO0A did not record the
WOB information, typical WOBs for several drilling processes are illustrated in Figures
27 and 28. In Figure 27, FlexC11 produces a maximum of only 25 lbs due to the torque
limiting of the drilling process. By not forcing the bit onto the material face, the
necessary WOB for efficient drilling is never achieved. Figure 28 shows the case of
torque saturation at a lower-than-necessary torque. At a saturation point of 214 in-oz,
the drilling system yields a top axial loading of 50 lbs, double the torque limiting
maximum. However, this still does not approach the naturally occurring WOB of
approximately 85 lbs. Thus, the overall drilling process has also been improved for the
drill bit.
Unfortunately, the total power consumed in the drilling process has increased due
to the increase in torque loading during drilling of the casing burr. It has risen from about
350 Watts (215 in-oz at 1300 RPM with 75 percent motor efficiency) to 560 Watts (375
in-oz at 1200 RPM with 75 percent motor efficiency). Yet, it is still below the maximum
allowable power of 700 Watts.
It is also interesting to look at the increase in motor torque (power) as the drill bit
moves deeper into the rock formation. The torque signal is following an approximately
linear path of increase. From Drill Test 4 and Drill Test 6, the slope of the line showed
that the motor torque increased approximately 52 in-oz per additional inch of depth
drilled. This contrasts to the 85 in-oz developed per additional inch of depth drilled
during Flex10A. The reasons for the difference are first that shaft FF is more efficient at
transferring power to the bit and second that the overall efficiency of the conduit shape
has been improved.
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Again, the design of the drill bit was not a focus of this research. During all of
these tests, the drill bits were on their first runs. The carbide bits experienced significant
wear and chipping during the drilling of the steel casing section which prevented their
usage on more than 3 to 4 runs. Also, the results observed during the drilling sequence
changed as the bit was used to drill multiple holes. Using the same flexible shaft for more
than one drill run was not a problem. Shafts were used for over 10 runs when a
secondary component did not fail causing non-normal force loading on the shaft.
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8. Comparison of Results
8.1 Shaft Property Values
Since one of the primary efforts of this research was to develop a design chart
based on the shaft stiffness properties, the relative accurateness of the property values
has to be examined. Table 8.1 shows the torsional stiffness values determined via
analysis in the dissertation and experimentally in the results section. It is immediately
apparent that the two sets of data are of the same order of magnitude and exhibit 100
percent correlation between shafts. Thus, the dissertation theory provides an excellent
model for the inter-wire dynamics and interactions of the multiple-layer wire shafts.
Also, the simple test provides an easy method of obtaining the same information
experimentally. From the subgroup of the original four most efficient shafts (AA, BB,
FF, GG), it is noteworthy that the most efficient shaft (FF) had the lowest torsional
stiffness of these four (95 in-oz/rad/in). However, this does not necessary equate low
torsional stiffness with efficiency, as shaft EE has a lower torsional stiffness but is 11
percent less efficient.
It is important to note that neither the test setup or experimental calculations
accounted for axial contraction of the shaft or the axial end forces induced by rotating one
end of the shaft with the second fixed. However, these errors were minimized by only
rotating the torque meter through 180 degrees of arc. At arcs above 180 degrees, the
effective length of the shafts decreased resulting in significant axial forces (tension) due to
the fixed-length end conditions.
Dissertation Testing
GG 325 263
CC 275 239
AA 265 227
BB 140 141
DD 135 139
FF 95 125
EE 80 107
(in-oz/rad/in)
Table 8.1: Torsional Stiffness Comparison
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In the analytical section, three methods of determining flexural stiffness were
presented. The dissertation method utilizes a complex coupling of inter-wire interactions
which consider "radial pair balancing" (10, pg. 175) and "Hertzian contact stresses" (10,
pg. 154). The resulting equations require an iterative computer program for analysis of
shaft construction geometries. The helical spring (Timenshenko) and mandrel stretch
methods were developed as potential first order models of the aggregate dynamics. Table
8.2 contains the flexural stiffness results for these three methods in addition to the
experimental results from the test setup.
Flexural Stiffness Comparison
Shaft Theoretical Analysis Experimental
Theory--Dissertation Theory-Helical Spring Theory-Mandrel Stretch Testing*
GG 4.02 23 36 12.16
CC 2.8 38 34 4.79
BB 2.96 22 63 4.35
AA 3.79 20 46 3.78
DD 3.16 15 44 3.31
FF 1.21 44 31 3.06
EE 0.92 51 34 2.56
(in-oz/rad/in) *at R2.00"
Table 8.2: Flexural Stiffness Comparison
As shown in the table, the helical spring and mandrel stretch theories both yield
results that are an order of magnitude greater than the dissertation theory and
experimental results. For the helical spring theory, there is little correlation with any of
the other methods of analysis. The theory is based on calculating the flexural stiffness of
each layer and combining them in a parallel configuration. The discrepancy could be
attributed to the theory not accounting for inter-layer interactions. Also, the theory is
independent of radius of curvature which means that it does not differentiate between
shafts operating above or below a critical radius of curvature.
In contrast, the mandrel stretch theory does differentiate between shafts operating
above or below a critical radius but is only-valid for the smaller radii (Table 5.3 shows the
critical radii for each of the shafts). Some of the shafts tabulated experimentally above are
not below their critical values at a 2.00-inch radius, i.e.. shafts EE and CC have critical
radii of 0.7 and 1.31-inches respectively. One problem with the critical radius of
curvature calculations was the difficulty of measuring the inter-wire spacing.
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Unfortunately, the calculation is highly sensitive to changes in this value. A second
problem with the mandrel stretch theory is that it does not account for increasing radius
of curvature either.
Although the experimental results show that the flexural stiffness increases with
decreasing radius of curvature, the theory in the dissertation does not illustrate this basic
concept easily. Again, the theory utilizes radial pair balancing and complex equations
which require use of a computer. However, by taking into account the inter-layer
interactions the flexural stiffness is much better approximated. There is significant
correlation between the theoretical and experimental results, even though they are
calculated at radii of 6.0 and 2.0-inches respectively. The relative magnitude of the shafts
illustrates the correlation. For example, shaft GG is the stiffest and shaft EE is the most
flexible using both methods.
For the four most efficient shafts, the comparison shows that the theory did not
accurately predict the experimental results for shafts AA and BB. This may be due to the
fact that the experimental results have shaft AA operating above its critical radius of
curvature while shaft BB was below, resulting in a higher experimentally recorded flexural
stiffness for shaft BB. At the 2.00-inch radius of curvature, the flexural stiffnesses of the
four most efficient shafts were (in descending order): GG, BB, AA, FF.
The final property comparison of axial stiffness also exhibited minimal correlation
between the experimental results and theory obtained using the dissertation model (See
Table 8.3). While the order of magnitude for both methods was the same, the relative
Table 8.3: Axial Stiffness Comparison
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Axial Stiffness Comparison
Shaft .Theory Ex~erimental
Dissertation Testing
GG 6445 13139
AA 7484 11429
BB 9875 8999
CC 6943 6761
FF 5706 5997
EE 5628 5455
DD 7500 5153
(in-oz/rad/in)
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magnitudes between the shafts illustrated the differences in underlying assumptions. The
theoretical model assumed small scale deflection of a short section of unconstrained shaft.
Unfortunately, the conditions experienced by the shaft during drilling operations is large-
scale deflection (order of one inch) due to high axial loading (order of 100 lbs). These
were the boundary conditions generated in the experimental testing. From an analysis of
the four most efficient shafts, it is noteworthy that of these shaft FF had the smallest
axial stiffness. However, there were shafts with smaller axial stiffnesses that were found
to have smaller power transmission efficiencies.
8.2 Efficiency vs. C/B/K Combination
Having completed the designed experimentation to determine the appropriate
casing dimensions and geometry, the focus of the results could be switched again to the
flexible shaft. In Section 7.2, the aggregate shaft properties of flexural, torsional and axial
stiffnesses were obtained using a set of easy to perform experiments. The object of these
experiments was to develop a model that combined these three intrinsic shaft properties
in such a manner as to predict a shafts aggregate power transmission efficiency for a given
geometry. By testing a series of shafts in the conduit, a shaft parameter versus efficiency
space could be created that would point the designer to a relative optimum combination of
the parameters. Thus, it is hypothesized that there exists a unique combination that will
provide a relative maximum efficiency.
Since the redesign of the conduit lead to an experimental point not tested in
Section 7.3, the power transmission efficiencies for a R2.00-inch bottom bend radius and
0.190-inch conduit diameter were tested in the new double-radius plates used during the
previous section. The shaft was sandwiched between the plates which were constrained
in the bottom of the test stand. The input end of the shaft connected to the rotational
drill motor and the output end was connected to the dynamometer (to accurately impart
torque loading). The shafts were tested at torque loadings of 32 and 65 in-oz and axial
loads of 30, 60 and 90 lbs. The RPM was tested at two levels to insure accuracy of the
test setup.
Table 8.4 shows a portion of the test results at a torque loading of 65 in-oz. The
value of 65 in-oz represents the theoretical approximation of the drill bit drilling in the
steel casing section of the hole. For the purpose of this section, the results at 32 in-oz of
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torque loading yielded correlating scalable efficiencies which do not aid in this analysis.
The results of the RPM testing showed that changes in RPM produced less than 1
percent change in output efficiency. As shown in the table, several unexpected results
were obtained. For the double radius plates with the 2.00-inch bend radius and 0.190-
inch conduit diameter, the list of the four most efficient shafts changed. Instead of shafts
Power Efficiency at R2.00, Id = 0.190
Torque = 65 in-oz
Axial Force
Shaft 30 Lbs. 60 Lbs. 90 Lbs.
DD 59% 40% 28%
AA 54% 36% 24%
FF 50% 34% 33%
GG 43% 31% 25%
EE 43% 28% 22%
BB 45% 28% 23%
CC 47% 27% 18%
Std. Dev. 5.78% 4.74% 1 4.58%
Table 8.4: Efficiency R2.00, Id = 0.190, Double-Radius Plates
FF, BB, GG and AA, the results of the efficiency experiment show that shafts DD, AA,
FF and GG were the four most efficient. The reason for the switch between shafts BB
and DD was that earlier experimentation found shaft DD to be sensitive to changes in
radius below 2.25-inches. However, this was not borne out with the 2.00-inch radius
plates. Shaft DD has also displaced shaft FF as the overall most efficient shaft at this set
of boundary conditions.
In the last row of Table 8.4, the standard deviation of the efficiencies for all seven
shafts is shown. The standard deviation is a measure of the total variation in the data
points from the mean value, with more variance in the efficiencies as the standard
deviation increases. The variance of the data is important to know so that the C/B/K
combination charts could be computed using data with the greatest amount of variation.
For instance, if the efficiency experiments had found that the efficiencies only varied one
to two percent for all seven shafts, it would be extremely difficult to obtain an second-
order curve approximation. Instead, the curve would be flat or first-order and no relative
maxima would be detectable. For reference, the standard deviations for 32 in-oz of torque
loading were less than at 65 in-oz (roughly 33 percent less).
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The second set of information necessary to develop the efficiency space was the
three stiffness values for each shaft. For the analysis, the experimentally determined
stiffness values were used as summarized in Table 7.7. The table is repeated below for
convenience. It is immediately apparent that the three properties values all have different
orders of magnitude. In order to ease the process of combining the values, the stiffnesses
were normalized by dividing the values by the largest value within each group. Table 8.5
contains the results of the normalization process. Thus, the actual value of the
experimentally recorded stiffnesses values is not as important as the relative magnitude
between the shafts within this range of values tested. In effect, the C/B/K combination
parameter will be a weighting of the relative stiffness differences among the shafts.
Table 7.7: Summary of Experimental Shaft Properties
Normalized Stiffness Values
Shaft Flexural Torsional Axial
AA 0.311 0.863 0.870
BB 0.358 0.536 0.685
CC 0.394 0.909 0.515
DD 0.272 0.529 0.392
EE 0.211 0.407 0.415
FF 0.252 0.475 0.456
GG 1.000 1.000 1.000
Table 8.5: Normalized Stiffness Parameter Values
In order to gain a better understanding of the effect of the stiffnesses upon power
transmission efficiency, a set of efficiency versus shaft parameter spaces were created and
Experimental Shaft Properties
Shaft Flexural* Torsional Axial
AA 3.78 227 11429
BB 4.35 141 8999
CC 4.79 239 6761
DD 3.31 139 5153
EE 2.56 107 5455
FF 3.06 125 5997
GG 12.16 263 13139
*at R2.00"
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are shown in Figures 50, 51 and 52. Since the largest variation in efficiencies was
observed at 65 in-oz of torque load and 30 lbs of axial force, these efficiency values were
used in the creation of the figures. As shown, neither the axial or flexural stiffnesses
shown any correlation with efficiency. The torsional stiffness in Figure 52, however,
does show a possible relationship. For low values of C, the efficiencies of shafts BB and
EE are small. The efficiency then increases for shafts FF and DD then decreases for
higher values of C. It is unlikely though that the aggregate power efficiency could be
predicted from a single property (staticly derived) parameter. It is more probable that a
combination of the parameters would more accurately predict power efficiency.
Figure 50: Efficiency versus Torsional Stiffness (Normalized)
Thus, an attempt was made to relate the three shaft
power transmission efficiency using the following relation:
CX BY KZ = Eff
property parameters with
(33)
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Graph #2: B, 65 in-oz, 30 Lbs
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Figure 51: Efficiency versus Flexural Stiffness (Normalized)
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where C, B and K are the torsional, flexural and axial stiffnesses respectively. First, an
attempt was conducted to fit the efficiency points to a second order curve by relating four
of the points in an efficiency matrix. By calculating the values of x, y and z that placed
the data points along the curve, the remaining data points were added to check for fit.
This analysis was unsuccessful. It was then decided to create charts for possible linear
relationships such as CB/K, BK/C, KC/B, CB, CK, BC. The combination factors were
then used to create the efficiency space. Out of the nine graphs generated, only one
possessed any possibilities of an underlying relationship: CB/K. Figure 53 shows the
plot of power efficiency versus the CB/K stiffness combination. In the figure, the
efficiency shows an almost linear increase from 0.20 to 0.35 at which point it peaks for
shaft DD. At a higher value of 0.70 the efficiency has decreased indicating that there
exists the possibility of a maximum between 0.35 and 0.70.
Figure 53: Efficiency versus CB/K Stiffness Combination
Thus, the next shaft design iteration should choose a shaft with property combinations
between these two values to test the relationship and possibly gain further understanding
of the underlying performance dynamics.
Graph #6: C*B/K, 65 in-oz, 30 Lbs
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Ideally, the designers would have an underlying knowledge of each stiffnesses'
effect on efficiency before the creation of the efficiency space so that an approximate
model could be used as an initial test point. However, due to the complex inter-layer
interactions observed in the flexible shaft when subjected to the drilling boundary
conditions, the theoretical model was not able to be created until after the experimental
results were examined.
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9. Conclusions and Recommendations for Further Study
9.1 Conclusions
The first and most important conclusion drawn from this research is that the
flexible wire shaft represents a viable coupling method between a vertically mounted
rotational motor and a radially directed drill bit for drilling in a cased wellhole. The shafts
are commercially available and the entire process can be operated within the power limits
of the overall drilling platform. For a 5/16-inch diameter drilled hole, a 3/16-inch diameter
flexible shaft should be used because the ratio of the areas, 2:1, permits cuttings to pass
by the shaft and out of the drilled hole. Also, the 3/16-inch diameter shafts are capable of
carrying torque loads of over 400 in-oz without breaking, roughly a third more than seen
during a normal drilling sequence. The material for the shafts to date has been either
carbon or stainless steel, both of which could eventually be used for downhole operation.
When the shafts are first stressed, it was observed that the overall shaft length can
decrease by up to 0.125-inches over 19-inches of shaft length, which affects the correct
retraction distance for the carriage. If not taken into account, the potential exists for the
shafts to be tension yielded at the end of the retraction sequence. The problem can be
eliminated by pre-stressing the shafts at 800 RPM, 65 in-oz of torque load and 50 lbs of
axial force for two cycles after which the length is approximately constant.
The initial shaft lengths of 27-inches provided proof-of-concept testing but were
later reduced to 19-inches. The length of the shafts should be minimized to reduce the
carriage travel necessary to produce a given WOB because it also reduces the time spent
rotating by the bit without the necessary WOB for drilling. This problem could be
minimized, however, by adopting WOB control of the drilling process instead of the
current ROP control (See Recommendations).
Although not a focus of this research, the Durapoint 135 degree point-angle
carbide-tipped four-facet split point was shown to drill in each of the three media.
However, significant wearing of the bit occurred during initial ramping of the rotational
speed before sufficient axial loading was delivered for drilling. Also, it was concluded that
twist rather than straight-flute drills should be employed for drilling due to the hole-depth
to bit-diameter ratio.
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The method of connecting the flexible shaft to the drive rod and drill bit was also
investigated and a crimping (mechanical) process found to provide the best results. The
hexagonal crimp was created using 1500 psi of hydraulic force. The swage material was
changed to 303 SST after which no failures were observed.
The results of the power transmission efficiency studies produced the conclusion
that the conduit diameter was the most important design variable affecting efficiency.
This can be attributed to the casing diameter being directly responsible for limiting the
amount of instability, or helixing, of the shaft. It was concluded that the efficiency
increased by over ten percent when the conduit diameter was decreased from 0.245 to
0.190-inches for a 3/16-inch diameter shaft. Also, the efficiency sensitivity to clearance
increased as the bend radius decreased. The best results were obtained with a 0.190-inch
conduit diameter, or only 0.003-inches of nominal diametrical clearance. For the
efficiency sensitivity to changes in bottom bend radius, it was found that the efficiency
decreased as the radius decreased. The efficiencies were tested between radii of 1.75 and
2.25-inches. For a one inch increase in bend radius, the efficiency increased on average by
less than five percent. However, for a conduit diameter of 0.190-inches, there was no
change in efficiency between the radii.
The axial loading was observed to produce the lesser effect on power transmission
efficiency for the drilling process parameters. For a 0.190-inch conduit diameter, the
efficiency decreased four percent for every 10 lb increase in the axial loading. In terms of
system efficiency, a drill bit requiring a minimum of axial force should be used. The effect
of torque loading produced the opposite results. Increases in torque loading resulted in
increased power efficiency of about 8 percent for every 10 in-ozs. Since the torque
loading represents the effect of rotating the drill bit through the work material, an
inefficient bit would produce efficient shaft power-transmission but would decrease the
cutting efficiency. Overall, this would have the combined effect of requiring more power
to be used in the system even though the transmission process itself is more efficient.
The experimental section test results also determined that having a 'Question-
mark' versus a 'J' conduit shape did not affect the efficiency of the system or the shaft life
cycle rating. The conduit can assume any initial vertical position from the MRCD central
axis to the tool edge without degrading the shaft performance.
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A total of seven shafts of varying property stiffnesses were tested for efficiency.
Shafts AA, BB, FF and GG were determined to possess the best efficiencies and be
robust to changes in radius and clearance. Among the four, shaft FF was the most
efficient at all of the nine geometry conditions tested. These four shafts were then tested
for longevity under simulated drilling conditions. It was discovered that among the four
shafts tested (AA, BB, FF and GG), the life cycle ratings increased with decreasing
flexural stiffness. However, only shaft FF met the minimum life rating of 100,000
revolutions (axial static) by achieving over 247,000 cycles, or 24 drilled holes (safety
factor of two). Unfortunately, the log charts of the testing were unable to demonstrate
trends that might allow failure prediction from data monitoring. The failure mode for the
majority of the shafts was yielding of a single wire due to small amplitude fatigue. This is
not an acceptable mode to date as the failure prevents retraction of the shaft into the tool.
Initially, it was hypothesized that wear would be a large part of the failure mode but the
shafts rarely even wore through the brass coatings on the individual wires. For the drilling
process parameters, it was found that the axial loading had the greatest effect on life.
After further learning, the seven shafts were tested again at a new geometry:
0.190-inch conduit diameter, 2.00-inch bottom bend radius and 10.16-inches of top bend
radius. At this geometry, 65 in-oz torque load and 60 lbs axial force, the four most
efficient shafts were found to be shafts DD (40 percent), AA (36 percent), FF (34
percent) and GG (31 percent). This was an unexpected result and could not be explained
with the learning in this research. Thus, shaft DD was the most efficient using the revised
drilling geometry and should be tested, along with shafts AA and FF, for longevity. The
shaft that produces the best life cycle rating should be used in the MRCD.
Although it was possible to develop a series of simple tests to determine the
aggregate shaft properties, no relationship was conclusively found that related a
combination of axial, torsional and flexural stiffness to power transmission efficiency.
Finally, a working drilling sequence was also established for the drilling process.
The process was conducted utilizing a plate with dimensions of 0.190 and 2.00-inches for
the conduit diameter and bottom bend radius, respectively. The process consisted of
simultaneously ramping the rotational motor to 750 RPM and translating the carriage
system downwards at 0.9 ipm to build WOB. This minimized the number of rotations at
sub-drilling axial loading. Once the system had achieved 20 lbs of axial force, the ROP
decreased to 0.46 ipm for drilling of the steel casing section. After the carriage had
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translated a total downwards distance of 0.75-inches, the rotational motor began ramping
up to 1100 RPM in anticipation of the extra power required to drill the end burr of the
casing section. Finally, once the carriage had traveled a total of 1.00-inches, the ROP
increased to 0.70 ipm because of the easier to drill cement and rock sections. This
process yielded a 5.0-inch hole in roughly 8 minutes 20 seconds with hole quality within
tolerances. Also, the process produced no detectable hole deviation from the radial
centerline of the initial bit orientation.
9.2 Recommendations
Although this research provided some insight into the issues concerning the use of
a flexible member as a power transmitting coupling, it is only one sub-component of the
Modular Reservoir Cased Driller and more research is needed. The following areas are
recommended for further study.
First, the largest value to be added to the success of the MRCD lies in the drill bit
technology. The efficiency of the shaft/conduit combination is relatively unimportant if
the drill bit on the end of the shaft in incapable of meeting the required life of ten holes.
From the initial research into drill bit geometry, it was found that the point angle for the
bit should be about 100 degrees and the body should be HSS to withstand impact loading.
The web thickness should be minimized to decrease the axial thrust needed for drilling and
increase bit life (13, pg. 134). For the cutting edges, cemented carbides need to be
employed for the drilling of the cement and rock sections due to their hardness. A
possible material for the cutting edges is titanium-tungsten carbide which is more wear-
resistant to the abrasive actions of steel chips than other carbides due to the titanium
content (13, pg. 30).
Another option to extend the drill bit life is to use coolant feeding drills to flow
fluid onto the cutting surface and reduce heating generated along the cutting edges. This
would require the development of a flexible shaft with a hollow tube core (stainless steel)
to pass the coolant and the addition of a pump assembly to act as the flow source on the
wireline tool. Shafts of this construction are not commercially available to date but could
be developed in conjunction with a shaft manufacturer.
Second, flexible shaft manufacturers should be consulted to develop the next shaft
design iteration. One possible improvement would be a change in wire material for
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elevated temperature operation. This should not affect the shaft's power efficiency
greatly as long as the construction of the shaft was kept the same. However, it would be
prudent to compare the new shafts to those in this research. A possible method of
increasing shaft life would be to change the wire material/geometry in the outer layer
where tension yielding was observed.
Third, the drilling control system needs to be changed from a constant ROP
condition to constant WOB. The target WOB should be set drilling in each medium and
the ROP varied through a feed-back loop using the load cell. This better mimics real-
world drilling processes found in machine shops. Also, the correct WOBs and RPM for
drilling in each section (steel casing, cement, rock) need to be ascertained by performing a
Taguchi test for both power consumption and bit life.
One of the key relationships that needs to be better quantified is the bit length
versus conduit bottom radius trade-off. From an examination of the tool diameter and the
plate geometry, the following equation can be used to express the approximate inter-
dependence of the two parameters:
Radius Bend + Length Bi, = 2.66 (34)
For example, by decreasing the bottom bend radius from 2.38 to 2.00-inches, the
allowable bit length increased from 0.29 to 0.66-inches. If the bend radius were decreased
again to 1.75-inches, the bit length could increase to 0.91-inches. Unfortunately, by
decreasing the bottom bend radius, the shaft life cycle rating decreases. However,
increasing the bit length results in two positive events. First, the increased drill bit length
permits the bit to be supported in the plates longer, makes it easier for the drill to pass
over the gap region between the plate face and the casing surface where the cuttings are
removed. This results is increased system rigidity when drilling through the steel casing
section. Second, a longer bit will reduce the amount of flexible shaft exposed to the drilled
hole and this should have an important effect on improving efficiency as the hole reaches
total depth.
Another possible improvement to the system would be a material coating on the
inside of the conduit surface. The power transmission efficiency and life could be
increased by reducing the friction between the shaft outer layer and the conduit surface.
Some possible materials include Teflon or any type of carbon-based coating.
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Finally, if the bit life problem cannot be resolved through the development of a
new bit geometry/material, there exists another possible solution for drilling radially from
the MRCD. The solution would employ both the initial right-angle gear-box and flexible
shaft drilling systems. First, the gear-box design would be used to make a hole in the
tougher to drill casing with a steel bit. The inner tool housing would then translate
downwards and the flexible shaft would be used to drill the rest of the cement and rock
sections. This would allow one bit for the steel section and a rock bit for the cement/rock
sections. However, it would add length, cost and complexity to the tool that would need
to be justified by proving that no single drill bit is capable of drilling in all three media.
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Appendix A: Flexible Shaft Constitutive Relations
The following constitutive equations describe the inter-layer dynamics of a flexible
wire shaft. All equations were developed in "On the Mechanics of Flexible Shafts" by
Dr. Adam Black while at the Stevens Institute of Technology (10, pg. 147).
The following three equations detail the relationship between external forces such
as the moment about the shaft axis (M,) and axial force (P,) and the shaft construction
variables of helix angle (a )and distance from shaft axis (ir). The results are deformations
of shaft twist per unit length of shaft (0), shaft extension/contraction per unit axial length
(e,) and force per unit length (f,.). The flexural and torsional stiffnesses are denoted by
B (= El) and C (= GJ), respectively. The equations are valid for a wire in the ith layer of
the shaft.
Mz E= COsasin 2a [-(2 ) COS2 a(l+sin2a) +(r) sin'acos2a+Dr]
+ Orsinacos2a[( "r )sin 2a(l+sin2a)- (C/r)(sin4acos2a/cos2a) +Dr] (35)
+ dr) cosa [-() cos2a ( 1+sin2a) - 2C) sin4a + Dr
P = 3( sin 2 ) Cs2 cos 4 cos 2a (1/sin 2a ) + D
+ Orsinacos [- 2 2 ) sin acosa- r2 cos2 acos2a+ DL (36)
+ (d) incos [( )cos2 acos2a-( 2  ) cosa + D
f, = e sin2 a cos2 a[( 23 sin "a cos2a -( ) cos a cos2a + (Dr)
+ Orsinacos 3a [(2y sin4a+ +( )sin2acos2a +( (37)
+ d cos4 [- ( .3 ) incos2a+ ( 23 in2a cosa + D
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Appendix B: Galil Motor Control Program
This is a copy of the Galil Motor Control program designated "Drill4". It features
variable drilling conditions for each drilling medium and a custom retract sequence that
stops the Linear Actuator motor short preventing tensioning (failure) of the shafts during
testing.
DRILL4: Variable control: RPM, ROP, Omega Limits (Short Stop)
September 6, 1994
#T
TR 0 /Disable Trace Output of Commands/
GN 225 /Set Gain/
TL 127 /Max. Torque Limit/
AC 8308807 /Max. Acceleration/
DB 50 /Set Deadband/
II 6 /Input Interrupt 6: Jump #A if torque limit/
V1 = 62 /Casing Bit Speed = 580 rpm/
V2 = 110 /Burr Bit Speed = 1082 rpm/
V3 = 110 /Cement Bit Speed = 1082 rpm/
V4 = 90 /Rock Bit Speed = 870 rpm/
V5 = 649 /Casing Jog Rate = 0.75 in per min/
V6 = 525 /Burr Jog Rate = 0.60 in per min/
V7 = 800 /Cement Jog Rate = 0.92 in per min/
V8 = 750 /Rock Jog Rate = 0.90 in per min/
OP 1 /Clear Auto Bit Speed Interface/
WT 1
OP 0 /Reset Auto Bit Speed Interface/
WT 1
OP V1 /Set Drill Bit Rotation Speed-- Casing/
WT 3500 /Wait Bit Reach Speed/
#A
MG ADVANCE BIT, CASING
JG V5 /Set Casing Jog Rate/
BG X
JP #J, 17 = 1 /Jump to #J if Retract Switch Set/
JP #H, 14 = 1 /Jump to #H if Reach Target Depth/
JP #A, Ii = 0 /Jump to #A Unless Traveled to Burr/
#B
MG CHANGE BIT SPEED, BURR
OP 0
WT 1
OP V2
WT 500
#C
MG ADVANCE BIT, BURR
JG V6
/Set Drill Rotation Speed--Burr/
/Wait for Speed to Change/
/Set Burr Jog Rate/
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BG X
JP #J, 17=1
JP #H, 14 = 1
JP #C, 12 = 0
#D
MG CHANGE BIT SPEED, CEMENT
OP 0
WT 1
OP V3
WT 500
#E
MG ADVANCE BIT, CEMENT
JG V7
BG X
JP #J, 17 = 1
JP #H, I4 = 1
JP #E, 13 = 0
#F
MG CHANGE BIT SPEED, ROCK
OP 0
WT 1
OP V4
WT 500
#G
MG ADVANCE BIT. ROCK
JG V8
BG X
JP #J, 17 = 1
JP #G, I4 = 0
#H
MG TARGET DRILL DEPTH ACHIEVED
JP #K
#J
MG RETRACT SWITCH INTERRUPTED
#K
MG RETRACTING DRILL BIT
OP 0
WT 1
OP 30
JG - 3000
BG X
#L
JP #L, 15 = 0
#M
ST X
MG STOPPING DRILL MOTOR
OP 0
WT 1
OP 2
/Jump to #J if Retract Switch Set/
/Jump to #H if Reach Target Depth/
/Loop to #C Unless Traveled to Cement/
/Set Drill Rotation Speed--Rock/
/Wait for Speed to Change/
/Set Cement Jog Rate/
/Jump to #J if Retract Switch Set/
/Jump to #H if Reach Target Depth/
/Jump to #E Unless Traveled to Rock/
/Set Drill Rotation Speed--Rock/
/Wait for Speed to Change/
/Set Rock Jog Rate/
/Jump to #J if Retract Switch Set/
/Jump to #G Unless Reached Target Depth/
/Set Drill Rotation Speed--Retract 242 rpm/
/Set Retract Jog Rate/
/Loop Until Near Top/
/Reset Auto Bit Speed Interface/
/Stop Motor/
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MG RELEASE SHAFT
WT 20000
#N
JG -3000
BG X
JP #N, 18 = 0
ST X
MG END OF RETRACT STROKE
WT 2000
MG READY FOR NEXT DRILL
EN
#A
MG TORQUE LIM, BACK UP
JG -1000
BG X
MG MOVING BACK
JP #N, 18 = 1
MG RETURN MAIN
RI
EN
/Wait 20 Seconds/
/Start Retracting Backwards Again/
/Jump to #L Until Retract to Top/
/Set Torque Limit Jog Rate/
/End Backwards Jog if Reach Top/
/Retum from Interrupt to Main Program/
/End/
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ADnendix C: Calibration of Sensors
Calibration of the 3/4 HP Dayton DC Drilling motor was performed using a
dynamometer. This entailed measuring the motor voltage (function of current) over a
range of torques at the dynamometer while the motor was rotating at set speeds. This
enabled the conversion of the current sensors' signal into motor torques. The following
values were recorded and the results graphed:
Figure 54: Motor Torque Calibration
The load cell was calibrated using a series of precise weights to obtain a linear
slope value. Since the load cell is sensitive to orientation, its value was reset periodically
by zeroing the offset value under no-load conditions.
Calibration of the linear potentiometer consisted of displacing the carriage system
a known distance and recording the change in voltage.
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Motor Calibration
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Appendix D: Simulated Drilling Efficiency Data
The following table details the experimental data from the simulated drilling
experiment (Full Factorial Experimental Design).
AppCndicCs 
JUne 1, 1995
EFFICIENCY DATA FOR R1.75
37 LBS Efficiency vs. Clearance 750 RPM & 65 in-oz Torque Load & 37 Ibs
XZ 33 SZ H3t5C H432 E8144
ID = .190 42% 62% 48% 63% 53% 58% 54%
D = .210 42% 58% 25% 54% 49% 52% 57%
ID = .245 44% 54% 27% 49% 55% 48% 54%
75 LBS Efficiency vs Clearance 750 RPM. & 65 in-oz Torque Load & 75 LBS
ID = 190 27% 41% 38% 53% 39% 40% 38%
ID = 210 24% 32% 17% 42% 36% 35% 36%
ID = 245 24% 26% 15% 37% 35% 31% 27%
EFFICIENCY DATA FOR R2.25
37 LBS Efficiency vs. Clearance 750 RPM & 65 in-oz Torque Load & 37 LBS
X75C K33C 5 H35C H32 E8143 E8144
........ ............... =. 190 . 43% ................. 57 .............. % ............ 58% ................ % .. 5.0%.. 52%
ID = .210 41% 47% 34% 44% 47% 49% 52%
ID = .245 40% 47% 31% 39% 44% 47% 50%
75 LBS Efficiency vs Clearance 750 RPM & 65 in-oz Torque Load & 75 LBS
xA= E3= L3 35 2 E8143 E8144
D 190............................ ..... . .. .. .. .. .. .. ....... ................... ................ .................... ................. .. ...... 26% 39% 29% 49% 42% 35% 40%
ID = .210 25% 29% 19% 34% 26% 33% 33%
ID = .245 25% 26% 16% 31% 22% 32% 29%
EFFICIENCY DATA FOR R2.75
37 LBS Efficiency vs Clearance 750 RPM & 65 in-oz Torque Load & 37 LBS
XZA= K mZm t= =32 E8143 E8144
ID.1.9... 0.  v , rnc4 9 . ...... ..........e 9 ................................................
ID = .210 48% 56% 36% 58% 53% 52% 60%
ID = .245 46% 60% 32% 54% 53% 55% 63%
75 LBS Efficiency vs. Ciearance 750 RPM & 65 in-oz Torque Load & 75 LBS2=E 3 3Z S350 320 E8143 E8144
ID = ,190 26% 43% 34% 46% 41% 42% 43%
ID = 210 25% 35% 25% 41% 35% 35% 41%
ID = 245 24% 32% 20% 40% 30% 34% 40%
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Appendix E: Taguchi Causality Theory
The Taguchi technique is a statistical method for maximizing quality in a process
or product. Quality is measured in terms of the total loss to society due to part/process
variation and any harmful side effects related to the operation of the product by the
consumer. Thus, a Taguchi loss function shows decreasing quality as one moves away
from the nominal target value of a part or process specification. This is in contrast to
more typical manufacturing tolerances which assume zero-loss between a lower and
upper limit and total quality loss outside of the specification region. This provides no
incentive to create an output distribution in the center of the specification zone.
In this manner, the Taguchi technique provides a statistical methodology for
generating information needed for decision making with less experimental effort. This is
accomplished via the use of orthogonal test arrays and ANOVA (Analysis of Variance).
ANOVA detects differences in average performance of groups of tested factors taking
individual factor variation into account. For example, a one-way ANOVA would analyze
the effect of one controlled parameter upon process performance. The method
analytically computes whether the variance of averages is greater than the individual
variance around a single output point. If the answer is 'yes', then that factor affects the
total output performance of the process.
The first step in the analysis is to calculate the 'Sum of the Squares', which is a
measure of the total variation present in each factor and for the entire process. For a one-
way ANOVA, the sum of the squares are:
SS N (Total Variation) (38)
y=1
SSA, I (Variation Due to Factor A) (39)
SST = SSA + SSError (Variation Equality) (40)
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where A is the factor under investigation, Ai is the sum of the observations (data points)
under the Ai level, nAi is the number of observations under the Ai level, Tis the sum of all
of the observations, N is the total number of observations and kA is the number of levels
of factor A.
The second piece of necessary information is the 'Degrees of Freedom' for each
factor, which is a measure of the number of total tests required to achieve one degree of
freedom for each independent comparison of data. The degrees of freedom are calculated
using:
vr= N-1
1A = kA -1
VT = VA + Verror
(Total Degrees of Freedom)
(D.F. Factor A)
(D.F. Equality)
The third step is to calculate the 'Variance' for each factor, which is the measure of
variation in the data due to just that factor. It is determined using the relationship:
S= SSA
V A (Variation Due to Factor A) (44)
VError = SSError
SError (Variation Due to Error)
With these three calculations, all of the information to determine if the factor
affects the process is organized. It is now possible to use the 'F-Test' to see if the results
are good and whether the following comparison is valid:
Variance of the Averages >> Individual Variances
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(41)
(42)
(43)
(45)
(46)
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The 'Variance of Averages' is calculated using:
Sar Avg = VA - SSA (47)
and the 'Individual Variance' with:
S2Factor (Variance Factor A)Y(y, -T)
--1 (48)
By comparing the ratio of the two, the experimental F-Value from the data is obtained:
FData rAvg
SFactor
The experimental F-Value is compared to one obtained from a set of F-tables where:
a = Risk (Confidence = 1- Risk)
1= degrees of freedom of Variance Average
v2= degrees of freedom of Individual Variance
F l;v2 = F0.1;2:9
and if
FDaa >> FTable (50)
(49)
then it is possible to be 90+ percent confident that the factor does affect the performance.
Although the above example was performed for a one-way ANOVA, it is
expandable all the way to "n"-way. The following is an example of a two-way ANOVA.
SST = SSA + SSB + SSAxB + SSErrorT =SA B AB Err (51)
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(Variation Due to Factor A)
(Variation Due to Factor B)
SS, = - SS, - SSA
=1 ( AxB,
vT = vA + vB + VAxB
vT = N-
vA = kA -
vB =kB-
"AxB = (vA) (vB)
(Var. of AxB)
(Total Degrees of Freedom)
(D.F. Total)
(D.F. Factor A)
(D.F. Factor B)
(D.F. Factor AxB)
After performing the analysis, it is possible to assign percentages to the
contribution by each factor on the total change in the process using:
SSA = SSA - VError (VA) th
(61)P = * 100SSTotal
It is also possible to explicitly calculate the confidence interval of each data point:
FCI = ;l;2 VErrorCI ,
where n equals the total number of tests under that condition.
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(62)
SS, = T
SS, = , )j=1(i'
(52)
(53)
(54)
(55)
(56)
(57)
(58)
(59)
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Appendix F: Torsional Stiffness: Sample Taguchi Analysis
The following table represents a sample L4 Two-level Taguchi matrix for
determining if either the radius or clearance affect the measurement of a shafts' torsional
stiffness. "Two-level" refers to the number of data points used for each of the design
criteria. "L4" describes the number of trials necessary to complete the orthogonal array.
TORSIONAL EXPERI 
G
TAGUCHI 1 2
Matrix: L4 Two-Level Radius 1.75 1000
Clear 0.190 0.245
Shaft: B
COLUMNS Expenmental Data
A B C Moment in In-Lbs
TriaLN. adius earance UBa.C.a Ia n
1 1 1 1 45 45 45 45
2 2 2 38 39 38 38.........
3 2 1 2 34 34 35 . 34
4 2 2 1 30 30 30 30
Al 333 :A2 257 T. 590
Bi -. 317 B2 = 273 N. 16
C1 - 300 :C2 290 T/N = 37
Al _avg 42 A2 avg .32 . .
Bl_avg = 40 iB2_avg 34
C ..avg . . 38 C 2 .a.avg 36 ... .............. ....... ...... .................... ..................
.......17 1,1 6
Square Sum Suares . Varan SS i C F-ratio m:Conf. Interval
A 176938 361.0 1 361.0 359 73% 3.78 3.8
B 175018 121.0 1 121.0 119 24%
C 174100 6.3 1 6.3 4 1%
Error 1.5 0 2.3 2 0%
Total 22246 489 8 3 99%
E-Pooled 7.8 1 7.8 1%
F-Te.I
Variance of Individuals: SA2 v2 Variance of Samole Averaaes S2 v
A: Sy2_A1 - 13.13 Sy2_A . 9.20 Syl_A  361.0
Sy2A2 = 5.27 SylB..- 121.0
SylC . 6.3
B: Sy2 B1 = 33.13 Sy2_B - 26.34
**Sy2_32 - 19.55
C: Sy2 C1 - 64.29 Sy2_C - 34.54
....................... ...
F-rato Data -.rat * Critereon
".... .. . " .. .. .. " ..... " .... .......... 2 ..... . .F-Table .
F A. 39.25 A 0.10 1 6 3.78
FB 4.59 B 0.10 1 6 3.78
C ..... .F0.18 C 0.10 1 6 3.78
F-Data >> F-Critereon 999979
F-Data F-Table
FA- 39.25 3.78 Yes Radius 1
FB . 4.59 3.78 Yes Clearance 2 .
FC - 0.18 3.78 No Rad x Clear
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TQRSIONAL 
EXPERI 
G
Matrix L4 Two-Level
Shaft: FF -- ------ --- . . .
COLUMNS
A B
.Trial No. ........... Rad ....... Clearance
1 1 1
Analysis
Al.
B1 =
C1i.
Radius
Clear
C
.. a d x C le ar
1
Experimental Data
Moment in In-Lbs
A2 =
.B2.ýc2 -
1 2
1.75 1000
0.190 0.245
........ U ... ........... 1
34 34
35 36
31 31
30 29
N.
-- /N
•
-
Variance
72 3
0.3
9.0
pg 117
SS'
72
0
9
P
83%
0%
10%
1 ,1,6
Cl F-ratio m Conf. Interval
3 78 3.3
5.5 0 0.0 6 6%
16728 87.0 3
6 1
100%
5.8
Variance of Individuals: S^2 v2
A Sy2_A1l
Sy2_A2 =
0.84
1.27
B: Sy2_B1 = 2 27
Sy2_B2 . 10 13
C Sy2_C1 -
Sy2_C2 =
F-ratio Data
F A. .......... 68.58
F B = 0.04
F C- 1 62
F-Data >> F-Critereon ??????
6.29
4 86
Sy2_A =
Sy2_B =
Sy2 C
F-ratio Critereon
Variance of Samole Averages S^2 vi
Syl_A =
Syl_B =
Sy.!_C.-.
1.05
6.20
5.57
alpha v2
1.
1
1
0.10
0.10
0.10
72.3
0.3
9.0
F-Table
3.78
3.78
3.78
F-Data
FA 68.58
FB = 0.04
FC - 1.62
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TAGUCHI
A2avg 30
B2_avg = 32
C2_avg = 33
Sum Squares
72.3
0.3
9.0
Al avg. . 4
Blavg = 32
Cl_avg = 32
Squares
133706
133130
133200
Error
Total
E-Pooled
iF-Table
3.78
3.78
3.78
Radius
Clearance
Rad x Clear
I
___·_L1 ~VICII··C·I~L ·CC~·rl·I~
-------------
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Appendix G: Shaft Sensitivity: Sample Taguchi Analysis
The following tables are L9 Three-level Taguchi matrices used to test causality of
three variables at three different experimental points. A normal full-factorial test would
require 27 tests. The Taguchi analysis using orthogonal arrays permits determination of
causality in only nine tests. The first table is based upon absolute torque input
measurements while the second uses power efficiency calculations.
Appendices 
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i s
IAG UCHh: :F If .................. .. . ...............
atrix L Three-Level aesolution 1 RPM 300 600 900
•orque Load 0 2 5: s
.
b  20 40: 6 ....
COLUMNS iExperimental Data
A B :C D :Power Transmisson Efficiency
Trial No RPM Torque oad ob :T T2.........................
1 ..... 1 : 18% 1 ..
2 1 2 2 2 42% 31%
3 1 3 3 3 51% 40%
............................................................ ........ : .................. . . . . ...... . ...... -- ........... . .....
.5 2 .. 2 3 1 29% 24%
6 2 3 1 2 60% 56%
7 3 1 3 2 11% 11%
8 3 2 1 3 46% 48%
9 3 3 2 1 43% 44%
Analysis
Al . 1.96A2 1.87 A3. 2.03 iT 5.87
........... .......- 0.72..B2- ....... ........... B ..................... 4 ............ .................
Cl 1 2.42 C2. 1.78 03. 1.66 TIN - 0.33
D1 . 1.72 D2 = 2.12 D3 2.02
Al avg 0.33 A2_avg 0.31 .A3..avg. 0.34
-81Bavg . 0. 12 B2_av9 - 0.37 B3_avg . 0.49
C1 aIvg 0.40 C2_avg . 0.30 C3 avg 0.28
.... .. .. ...........  . . .. . . . .- 
1  . . . . ... ....... " ..... ..
pg 117 .1,1,3
Squares Sum Squares D.o.f. Variance :S P ICI: F-raLo_m Conf. Interval
A 11.48 0.00 2 0.0011 0.0 -2% 5.54 5.8%
.B. . 1403 043 2 0.2133 . .0,4 80%..........
.C 11.81 0.06 2 0.0279 0.0 8%
D 11.56 0.01 . 4 0.0036
Total 2.428 0.516 .8 86%
E-Pooled 0.014 4 0.0036 14%
............... I..- -........... . - - -. . 0...........................-....................... ...
Variance oi ndividuas S2 v2 Variance of Sample Averages: S^2_y
A Sy2.Al. 0. Q29Sy2_A. 0.0342. SyLA u. 0.0011
Sy2_A2. 0.0506 SylO3 -= 0.2133
Sy2_A3. 0.0312. Syl_C.- 0.0279
.................... .............- ......... 0.0036
S 5y2l =. . t0.13 $ z2.. 0.0059.
Sy2_B2 - 0.0099:
Sy2 B3 - 0.0067i
......... ......... ........ .......-s -6. .... .........----- ------- -.... ........ --------....... ......... ......... ... ... --....... .. .. ..  ......... ........
.sy2ci - 00385Sy2.C . 0. 0307 . . .. . ....... ......
Sy2C2 - 0.0283:
Sy2 C3 . 0.0252:
D Sy2 01 - 0 0157 Sy2_C. 0.03342332:
Sy2D2 . 0.0457
Sy2 D3 . 0.0388:
F-ratio Data F-ratio Critereon
... ....... ................ ... lph ... .. ........... .2 ............... b ..........................
.F-A a 0.0•31 .A 0.1 1 ..... ..... 554
FB . 35.909 8 0.1 3 5.54
F C. 0.910 C 0.1 1 3 5.54
F:.O = 0-1.0 8 . ....... i.. D ..... .. ...O....... .............. . 7. .........................
F-Data >> F-Critereon ??????
F-Data F-Table
.F A- 0.0311 5.54 N:0 RPM
IF B 35.9092 5.54 iES Torque Load
F..... ...... . ...... A ... ..... ............ ................ ....................................
:FPD 0.1081 3.78 :N
June 1, 1995
C1 2 3
IMatrix: L9 Three-Level Resolution 1 PM 300 600........ 900S.... orque Load 0 2 5 50•
"Iob 20 40 60
.... ..... ... ..... . ...... Experimental Data
A iB C D Power Transmission Efficiency
ITral No. EM TorusmLoad QW D a1 12
11 .1 1 241 30.2
2 1 2 2 2 59.2 80.3
3 1 3 3 3 97.6 126
4 2 1 2 3 47 3 64.4
. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................ ... .. . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... .... ....  ; ............................................ -- -- --- --- -- --- --- -- --- --- --
5 2 2 3 1 85.2 104.8
6 2 3 1 2 82.8 89.3
7 3 1 3 2 76.8 80.8
8 3 2 1 3 546 52 ......
9 3 3 2 1 117.5 112.8
Analvaia
Al. 417.4:A2 4738A3. 494.5 T. 1386
B1 = 323.61 B2 - 436.1 B3 - 626 iN. 18
C1 - 333:: C2. 481.5 C3,, 571.2 T/N - 76.98
D1 - 474.6 D2 469.2 D3 - 441.9
S... . . .................. ... .. ... A ..................... 4
B!_avg = 53.9.822_avg - 72.7 B3_avg = 104.3
Cl avg = 55.5 C2_avg - 80.3 C3_avg - 95. 2
Dl_avg = 79. 1 D2_avg = 78.2 D3_avg . 73.7
pg. 117 1.1,1,3
Squares Sum Squares D.o.f. Variance SS P CI: F-ratio_m Conf. Interval
A 643239 531 2 265 428.34 3.0% 5.54 4.86
B 686776 7787 2 3893 7684 46 53.8%
C 669001 4824 2 2412 4721.88 33.1%
................................  o .. ......  ... .... .....2 ..... ... ... .... . .. ........... I ..................................................... ............
Total 120947 14271 8 89.9%
E-Pooled . 102 4 26 10.1%
Variance of Individuals: SA2 v2 Variance of Sample Averages: S^2 _y
A Sy2_A1 = 1562 'Sy2_A - 916 Syl_A - 265.385:
..... . S........................ ...... 2 ... .... ..................... .389 3.445
Sy2_A3 , 777 Syl_C . 2412.155
Syl_D = 25.6075
................................................. .... . ...... 5 . .......... . . . . .... . ... ..... ... . ................................................................. .........................y B1 - ... . Sy2. 432
Sy2_B2 = 437
Sy2_B3 - 290
...................... .................... -...... 7 05. i ...................... :S y 2 C ............... . .. . .. .. . .................................................................................................
.. 
Sy2 1 i 70 .. Sy2_C -... 630
Sy2_C2 845
Sy2_C3 3 38
D Sy2_D1 - 1745 'Sy2_C. 945
Sy2_D2 = 104
sy2D3. .985
F-ratio Data F-ratio Critereon
alpha v2 F-Table
F A 0290 ... A ... 1 1 3 5.54
FB.- 9007 B 0.1 1 ....... 3 5.54
F C. 3.830 C 0.1 1 3 5.54
Fl 0.027 D 0.1 1 6 3.78
F-Data >> F-Critereon ?????
F-Data F-Table
FA 0.29 5.54 N3 . RPM
FB = 9.01 5.54 YES Torque Load 1
F C = 3.83 i 5.54 KINDA Wob 2 0............................................................................................... .... 78 N .. .. .. .  .....
IF D ~ 0.03 3.78 10 . ....... . ... . .. ...
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Appendix H: Efficiency vs. No. Bend Radii Experimental Data
The following table shows the results from an L8 two-level Taguchi design
experiment. Three data points were taken at each trial which resulted in a confidence
interval of only 2.2 percent.
Power Transmission Efficiency # Radii Experimental Results
Motor Torque Efficiency
Trial No. TorqueLoad Ti 12 TI1 I2 1
1 30 82.4 83.8 84.6 36% 36% 35%
2 60 159.3 156.4 156...............1 38% 38% 38%
3 30 128.1 130 129.8 23% 23% 23%
4 60 117.2 112.9 111.1 51% 53% 54%
5 30 105.5 108.2 110.7 . 28% 28% 27%
6 60 116.4 116.7 114 52% 51% 53%
7 30 83 80.1 84.9 36% 37% 35%
8 60 152.3 156.1 154.5 39% 38% 39%
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AGUCHI: Shaft FF Lite Number of Radii
1 2
1 2 (Tube, Plate)
600 ......120030 60
30 60
Experimental Data
Power Transmiasion Efficiency
S..... . ..... ..... ...... ................
36% 36% 35%
38% 38% 38%
23...... 3%...........23% .......
51% 53% .54%
28% 28% 27%
52% 51% 53%
36/. 37%/ 35%
39% 38% 39%
Analxsis
Al= 4.50 A2 = 4.64 T= 9.15
BI= 4.61 B2= 4.54 N= 24
........................... ...... 6 9 .... . .. 5 ............................... T/ . . . N..... =  38 ........... .. . . .... . ..............
D1 = 5.31 D2 =  3.S4
Confidence Interval
Al_avg = 0.38 A2_avg = 0.39 F-ralio Interval
BI avg = 0.38 B2_avg = 0.38 3.59 2%
Cl avg = 0.31 . C2 avg 0.45
Dl_avg = 0.44 D2_avg = 0.32
Sguares De1 Variance MS E
.A 42 . 0.000 1 0.0009 0.00 1 .7% #Radii
B .42 .....0002 I 0.0002 ....0 . ...0% .... RPM
C 43 0.1285 1 0.1285 0.12 5 5.3% Torque Load
D 43 0.0895 1 0.0895 0.08 37.9% Wob
Total 4 0.2238 7 [.96.9%
E-Pooled 0.0047 3 0.0016 3.1%
Variance of Individuals: S2 v2 Variance of Sample Averages: SA2 l
A Sy.A.. . .1207 Sy2A = 0.01013 Sy 1 = - .0009
Sy2 A2 0.00819 .Syl B = 0.0002
SylC = 0.1285
SyID= 0.0895
B: Sy2 B!I = 0.00823 .Sy2_B 0.01016
Sy2_B2 = 0.01209
C: Sy2 Cl 0.00340 Sy2C = 0.00433
Sy2 C2- 0.00527
D Sy2 DI 0.00726 Sy2 D 0.00610
F-ratio Data F-ratio Criteraeon
........ ... ...l. . .... .... F -T a b le
FA = 0.08 A 0.10 1 7 3.59
F B = 0.02 B 0.10 1 7 3.59
FC= 29.66 C 0.10 1 7 3.59
FD= 14.66 D 0.10 1 7 3.59
F-Data -> F-Critereon ?????9
F-Data t -lable
FA = 0.08 3.59 NO #Radii
F_B = 0.02 3,59 ......... NO .RPM
FC= 29.66 3.59 YES Torque Losa I
FD..................... = 1466 3.59 ..... YES Wob 2
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. Matnx LS Two-Level oon #Radii
RPM
Torque Load
.. l........ ... Wob
Shaft: FF
COLUMNS
A B C D
Trial No. #Radii I RPM I Torque Wob
1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 2 2
4 1 2 . 2 1
5 2 1 1 2
... .6 . ....... 2. 1 2 11 
7 2 2 1 1
8 2 2 2 2
Appendix I: Mechanical Part Drawings
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